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Cri1ne rises: Business prosecutes
BY DAVID ADAMS
Jeff never thought there would
be any danger delivering food as a
Pizza Place delivery boy.
He thought about the crazy
things that go on in the dorms as
he headed towards Beck Hall;
things that were crazy but never
really violent. Well, Jeff was
wrong about the lack of violence
and he never made it to Beck Hall.
When Jeff got close to making
his delivery, five persons appeared
from Hitchcock Hall and attempted to rob him of food and money,
according to John Frazzini ·of the
Pizza Place. But this delivery boy
was luckier than most students
assaulted on campus, he was able
to fight back, beat up the assailant.s and keep the money. The food
was lost, though.
The Campus ·police officials said
they are looking for the five
assailants and are working on a
few leads. They added that it will
take time, however.
Jeff 'is just another victim of

cr~minal activity that has plagued
delivery vehicles and personnel
within the last few weeks.
"I don't know about it being a
regular racket," said one merchant, "but there seems to be an
attitude that the pizza and hamburger delivery vehicles can be
ripped off."
How much this new criminal
activity is costing these merchants
can be summed up in one wordplenty.
According to one merchant, his
business has lost $87 .32 in eight
orders over a 4-day period. That
figure, however, goes much higher
he said. Since the beginning of the
quarter, the establishments have
lost around $600.
To combat this new criminal
attitude, for local food delivery
businesses, who wished to have
their identities withheld, have
banded together with the Ellensburg and Campus police departments, dorm representatives and
the Ellensburg Telephone Company to work together and solve
the problem.

Th~s group has met on many
occasions and has worked out a
feasible plan for the protection of
vehiCles and delivery personnel.
That plan will include such overt
and covert activity as surveillance
of vehicles and personnel, monitoring of telephone calls with tracers
to detect phony orders and various
foot patrol activity.
The businesses will be in constant contact with each other
according to one merchant. When
a phony order is phoned in to one
business, they call the others and
give detailed information about
the call and where the delivery
was .t o go. According to the
merchants, all phony calls will be
put on a trace by the business. He
said the Ellensburg Telephone
company is cooperating fully with
the plan.
Criminal activity of this kind
isn't new to the businessmen,, for
this isn't the first time people have
stolen items out of their vehicles.
The last time such incidents occurred was in 1973, and then, according to one merchant, it was on a
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the car was locked because they
broke a window to get in," a
merchant said. "When they got
back to their room and opened the
boxes, they were surprised to find
only newspapers in the boxes and
the authorities knocking at their
door."
"In that instance, all the people
involved had to pay for the pizzas
stolen in that three-day period and
for the broken window," he said.
"Theft can be expensive."
Thefts can also cause problems
for students waiting for their
delivery, when someone takes
items from a delivery vehicle. The
business has to remake the order
and that takes time. Both students
and businesses suffer. Businesses ·
have strained relations with customers and students have to wait
longer for a delivery.
But will this approach agreed
upon by the businesses work
against this current outbreak of
criminal activity? The businessmen admit this is a different type
of activity than previously exampled, and were somewhat openly
skeptical about the prospects of
apprehending somebody. Some
businessmen thought they would
have to quit deliveries altogether.
Yet -all tlie surveUlance of deliTask Force realized that it was an very vehicles, monitering of phony
could cost a $57 fine. If a student is policy to make it comply with
over 21 and furnishing alcohol to State law, these two points will infri11gement on the rights of calls and foot patrols did bring
minors, then he would get a fine of still remain. Another regulation
l!ttuct.ents who were 21 or older. So positive results. Last Friday night,
$115, if caught.
that will not change is that it is they took on the challenge of January 28, someone was caught
Despite the changes that may be ' illegal for money to change hands revising it in such a way that. it in the act.
made on the present university to pay for the alcohol, unless the
would be suitable to President
At 11: 11 p.m. a delivery vehicle
owner of the alcohol has a license Brooks 8.nd the Board of Trustees pulled up on the east side of
to do so. _
.
as well as to the students.
Stephens-Whitney. The driver got
· tri taiking with Chief Brickley,
The r~visions that the Task out to make his delivery, and while
he spoke of the dorms as the Force came up with were to he was gone, three persons walked
students'-homes. He said, "I'm not update the alcohol policy in such a past the unattended vehicle.
going to go out fishing around the way tnat it complies with state law
According to the official comdorms, but if .we receive a com- and to strengthen the enforcement plaint, two members of the group
plaint, we'll have to do something of these laws. This will mean that looked on while the third, a
about it." He also said that the kegs will be legal for students who 20-year-old white male, decided to
possession of any quantity of are 21 or over as long as no money open the drivers' door and help
alcohol was not the real problem is collected, no minors attend and himself.
but that the age of the possessor none of the neighbors are disA member of the foot patrol,
was where the law was involved . turbed.
who was observing the activity
In conjunction with the revi- apprehended the suspect and esAbout a year ago a committee
was formed, named the Alcohol sions, the Task Force is developing corted him to Beck Hall where the
Awareness - Committee, or the a comprehensive alcohol aware- Campus police were called.
Task Force on Alcohol Awareness. ness program, in cooperation with
At 11:27, Officer Scott Kinnear
This committee was asked to take the Community Alcohol Center in _ of the Campus police arrived with
a look at the alcohol problems on Ellensburg, that would be aimed a student patrolman. After propercampus and the rules and regula- at the entire student population.
ly identifying himself, Officer KinThe Task Force believes that it's near then frisked the individual
tions concerning alcohol.
In the Student Handbook under not really the drinking that causes and took him to the Campus Police
the section entitled Students' the problems but that the trouble office for processing.
Rights and Responsibilities, the lies in the illegal drinking by
Officer Kinnear charged the
present policy dealing with alcohol individt·als who get out of hand. individual with vehicle prowling
on campus reads, "a) Persons They believe that it is these people and theft in the third degree. He
twenty-one years of age or older and those around them that need was !ater taken to the county jail.
may possess and/or consume alco- to be made aware of the problems The total cost of the items in the
holic bevera~es within the privacy of alcohol and how to deal with vehicle at the time of the incident
of their residence hall rooms, them effectively.
amounted to $2.82. ·
This program on alcohol a wareapartments, or college-owned marEarl~er that night, at about 10
ried-student housing, subject to ness has already begun to roll. The p.m., the first "rip-off' happened
the ·following regulations: i) Con- idea of the Task Force is to get according to a foot patrolman who
sumption of alcoholic beverages responses from the students on wished to have his identity withmay take place only at private which parts they thought were the held. The incident took place in the
gatherings with a reasonable num- best and then build on those parts Student Village area and an eightber of persons. ii) Quantities of to make a truly interesting and inch Pizza was taken.
alcoholic beverages must not ex- informative program.
At about 10:45 p.m. someone
The Task Force will also ask tried to get into a locked vehicle in
ceed reasonable amounts; kegs
and keg quantities are not reason- Campus Police, as well as the
the Bassetti area. The patrolman
able. iii) Alcoholic beverages in residents and staff in the halls, to
said that if the doors on the car
any form may not · be sold in make referrals to the Residence
had not been locked, there would
College-owned housing; money Hall Arbitration Council, if a
have been another arrest that
may not change hands nor may student gets out of hand. The
night.
hidden charges provide for alcoho- council will then look at ways to
change the behavior of the stulic beverages."
[Cont. on page 91.
In revieWing this policy, the dent.
much smaller scale.
"Back then, pretty good gimmicks were used to take items off
the delivery cars," the merchant
said. "One group of people in the
dorms called in different orders at
staggered times. When the delivery boy would show up the first
order would be paid for. The
second and third orders would be
taken from the vehicle by others in
the group," he added.
He added by saying that sometimes stealing food from vehicles
can be expensive ...for the thief.
"We were able to ·catch people
stealing from our cars when we
figured out what was going on and
how they were doing it."
Deciding to take some action
the businessmen set a trap. Pizza
and sandwich boxes were left in an
unlocked delivery car. When ._the
first delivery was made, members
of the party went out to the
vehicle to help · themselves. "Apparently, they must have thought

Alcohol policy is reviewed
BY MEL COMFORT
According to University policy,
if a student under 21 is drinking,
he can be picked up for possession
and consumption of alcohol, which
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News Notes
LOWER CAMPUS CLOSED?

Will lower campus close along with Sue Lombard next year?
These questions keep students and faculty wondering as to the
fate of Central. Wendell Hill, director of auxiliary services, stated,
"Sue Lombard will remain open next year and lower campus will
not be closed." A sum of $90,000 will be needed to provide
separate thermostats which regulate the steam heat in Sue
Lombard. That amount overrides the $50,000 budget for next
year. Hill commented that the rug and windows in Sue Lombard
will not be replaced.
Kamola was closed at the end of last year al)d is being used this
year for weekend conferences. Due to high maintenance costs,
enrollment drop and the lack of a need for another coed dorm,
Kamola was closed.
The need for another women;s dorm was an additional reason
why Kamola was cfosed iiistea(f of
Lombard.

Sue

FACULTY-FES1

The Center for Campus Ministry is sponsering a Faculty-Fest
that will be held at the center on 1011 N. Alder tomorrow,
February 3, from 4 to 7 p.m.
The Faculty-Fest is held three times a quarter and gives
teachers, staff and members of the community a chance to meet,
talk and enjoy good food together in a casual, easy-going
atmosphere.
.
The lilack Student Union (B.8.U.) will be co-sponsors and hosts
of the Faculty-Fest during ~\fro-American Week at Cent~al.
Different types of soul food will be prepared and served for all
guests to taste and enjoy.
CLASSIC FILM SERIES

Sponsored by the A.S.C. and the Department of English, this
film series will be shown in Hertz Music Hall-February 5, 26 and
March 5, 12. All programs begin at 7 p.m. Admission:$.50; ·series:
.$2.50.
FEBRUARY
Carol Reed's Odd Man Out contrasts the
strength of devotion and the weakness of betrayal. A wounded
man on the run confronts a host of potential rescuers and traitors
ready to sell him to the high~st bidder-his friends or the police.
Reed's-technical mastery- controls- the-suspense._in pulse-beating
-doses and draws .the viewer inexorably into the world of a ' man
running from death.
' (B & W,_ GREAT BRITAIN,_11~ mins.)

o:

FEBRUARY 26: One of the strongest of anti-war ftlms from
Japan, The Burmese Harp was Kon Ichikawa's first international
success. It explores the question of individual and collective
responsibility for the horrors of war while finding a melancholy
beauty even in the bleakest of circumstances. The Burmese Harp
is also one of the most beautifully photographed of Ichikawa's
films.
{B & W, JAPAN. 116 mins.)
MARCH 5: The Gold Rush is considered by most to be the best
of Charles Chaplin and the silent screen's finest comedy. It is the
bittersweet tale of the Little Tramp's. misplace~ love In the day~
ot tne Klondike Gold Rush. Made from a 35mm print .. this is the
complete, original version, with a new music score recently added.
(B & W, UNITED STATES, 85 mins.)
MARCH 12: Francois Truffaut's first feature film The 400
Blows. First and foremost of the New Wave masterpieces is this
moving story of a young boy turned outcast. Not loved at home or
wanted at school, he sinks into a private and fugitive existence
that leads to reform school. Actually the autobiography of
Truffaut's childhood, The 400 Blows has now been re-edited by him
into a new and never-before-seen version.
(B & W, FRANCE, 98 mins.)
HOMEMADESOUP&BREADSUPPERSCHEDULED

The 4th Annual Soup & Bread Supper, sponsored by the
Scholarship Luncheon and Dinner Groups, will be held Tuesday,
February 7 from 5 to 7 p.m. in the S.U.B. Cafeteria. The time is
planned for those busy people who attend night classes, teach
night classes, have scheduled evening meetings, or are just busy
with family responsibilities.
Homemade soup and bread will be available at $2.25 for adults
and families are welcome with tickets for children set at $1.
A special treat in the form of a "Pops" concert will be presented
by Clift Cunha and the University Orchestra, from 5:30 to 6:30

__p.m._

Tickets will be on sale January 27 through February 3 at the
Information Booth in the S. U.B. and at the Ellensburg Chamber of
Commerce.
,
Anyone who is especially good at baking bread and would like to
have their product sampled is encouraged to contribute. All
donations, including homemade jellies and jams, are most
welcome.
FINANCIAL AID NEWS

Applications for Summer Quarter National Direct Student
Loans may be picked up from March 18, to April 2.<l, in.the Office of
Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge Hall,. room 209. To
qualify for a loan, ~pplicants must have been enrolled Spring
Quarter, 1977, at Central. The deadline for submission of aid
applications to the Office of Fin~ncial Aid is April 28.

Bookstores co1npa,red
BY MARY MAHAN

A few weeks have passed since
most Central students underwent
the quarterly economic "torture"
of buying textbooks. Even though
the cost to students may have
been reduced by "bookswapping"
or borrowing, most students had
to rely on the university bookstore
to give them fair prices.
Because of the rising prices of
books, students may, and do
question the dependability of university bookstores to give them
the lowest prices possible. And
after spending $50 to $100 per
quarter on texts and supplies, the
doubt of fair pricing continues to
rise.
Central' s college book suppliers
are basically two stores: The
University Store, the Central:
owned store located on campus,
a.nd Jerrol's, a privately-owned
store located· a few blocks from
campll'S. And according to a test
used to measure bookstore fairness, both stores rate well in
giving students fair prices and
good service.The test, supplied by the Maine

Public Interest Research Group,
measured bookstore pricing and
service levels oii - the rate of
profit-per-book; availability of
used boo,.ks; book-return and buyback policies; special ordering
policies; cooperative atmosphere
with competitors, students and
faculty; availability of trade books
and methods used to hinder theft.
Both Jerrol's and The University Store keep approximately
200/o of the price of a new book, the
rest is payment to the publisher.
The true profit in the sales of new
textbooks can be seen when operating expenses are applied to the
200/o. Jerrol's cost of operations i~
lower than The University Store's,
because of owning their own
building, fewer employees, and
lower inventory maintenance
costs, but even with the lower
costs, Jerrol's operating expenses
is 200/o, This means they break
even when they sell new texts.
The University Store's operating
expenses are 270/o of sales, which
means that they lose money when
selling new texts. Both stores
offer the lowest possible prices for
new texts and must look to the

Council does study,
recommends dropping
unnecessary fees
In a recent report from the whole, (b) to provide services not
Council for Post-secondary Educa · normally provided to students by
tion, it was recommended that educational institutions through
unnecessary laboratory and course pooled purchases or (c) to provide
fees be eliminated. The council a safeguard against the overuse-of
has recently done a study on all materials during the course.
laboratory and course fees, and
They also said that a recommenthey came to the conclusion· that dation to eliminate lab and course
the only lab or course fees which fees would have a great impact on
can be charged must come under the community colleges.
one of the following criteria.
For example, high costs pro--Fees which "(a) provide a tool or grams such as flight instruction at
product which becomes the pro- Big Bend Comm unity College in
perty of the student, (b) provide a .Moses Lake would be unable to
pooled purchase of a service not operate witho11t these mandatory'
normally rendered by the institu- fees. _
__ _ _ _
In authority granted · in the
tion or (c) provide a safeguard
against overuse of materials or statutes to a board of trustees to
services beyond •a level deemed charge "such fees for short courses
necessary for completion of the as it, iD. its discretion,· may
determine, not inconsistent with
course."
The study was made because the rules and regulations of the
State Board for Community Coli' the council has the responsibility
to "study levels of fees and lege Education."
The council recommended that
charges to students and when
necessary, make recommendations whenever the cost of such a
program is unusually high that the
t~ Jhe institutions, legislature and
.Governor.
board of trustees consider the
· There was also research done by option of charging fees under that
the staff as to why institutions statute.
The council also suggested that
shoul~ have special course fees.
.- In their fundings they recom- institutions hold the 197S--79 special fees constant with fees already
mended that lab and course fees be
kept for reasons such as, (a)
set fort.he 1977-78 school year, and
providing additional faculty or that new fees not meeting ·the·
goods and services for a particular recommended criteria be estaprogram or the institutions as a - blished.

other items in the stores to make
up for the costs of selling the texts.
According to the test, looking to
tlie. other store -merchandise to
offset the costs of carrying new
texts is recommended practice in
bookstore management.
The
higher pr'ofit rate on other merchandise in both J errol's and The
University Store are acceptable
rates when measured by the test.
A major difference between
Jerrol's and The University Store
is in the percentage of µsed books
carried. Jerrol's carries a larger
percentage of used books, 400/o
th.an The Univ~rsity Store's 150/o
But both stores have a very liberal
book buy-back policy aimed at
attaining as many used books as
possible for the next quarter and
giving students a chance to sell
books they don't wish to keep.
Both stores rate high in their
service policies to students. Both
bookstores offer a full cash refund
on books returned to them undamaged, within a specific time period.
This allows students to change
their minds about classes, without
penalty on book purchases.
While Jerrol's carries more
trade books than The University
Store, both have a special order
desk to give students and faculty
opportunities to order books they
do not carry.
Jerrol's manager, Jerry Williams and The University Store
manager, Tom Hruska, _keep in
contact with each other to avoid
over-stocking when ordering
texts.
This cooperative attifude is
needed to promote quality service
to the students, according to the
·test.
Both bookstores have policies
about their services, but are
willing to bend them to better
serve the students and faculty.
"We are both service-oriented,"
states Jerry Williams.
Each store has their own
method of handling theft. The
University Store trys to ·deter
pilfering by making it hard for a
potential thief, "In spreading the
merchandise over a large area, it is
difficult for a thief to find corners
in which to hide,". states manager
Tom Hruska, and continues, "if our
clerks show interest in customers,
that alone deters potential
thieves."
Jerrol's manager is more strict
in handling thieves, "I prosecute,"
. states Jerry Williams, but continued in saying, "book theft is not
as big a problem as it used to be."
Effective deterents to .pilferage
are needed according to the test
and each ·store's methods have
proved successful.
When measured by the test
supplied by the Research Group,
Jerrol's and The University Store
rate well in providing students fair
prices and customer-oriented service.
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Escapes Hungary hidden in a truck
BY TOM SILVERNAIL

It was the last of November,
winter, when Victor Marx, his
mother and . sister escaped from
Hungary by truck, sleigh and
foot-less than a month after the
1956 Hungarian revolution.
They left in a farm truck, hidden
under a tarp with nine other
refugees. They transferred 50
miles later to a farmer's horsedrawn sleigh which took them to
within 15 miles of the Austrian
border. This remaining distance
they made on foot, at night, and
crossed the border near a borderpost where, it had been known, the
sentry had himself left the
country.

••• I didn't want
to leave right then
It was Marx's Great Escape.
"I didn't want to ·leave right
then," said Marx, head of the
library reference department at
Central. "I was three months
short of graduation from the
College of Viticulture in Budapest.
But my future was uncertain and I
felt it was my only chance to
leave."
So, with his. mother and sistei:,
and only the clothes they wore,
they fled, leaving behind other
relatives, friends, a country and a
way of life.
"I prefer not to talk too much
about the political events that
happened, or my part in them/'
Marx said, explaining that he still
has relatives in Hungary. Someday I'd like t9 go back and visit .
I consider the past as water under
the bridge. The political system in
Hung~ry is less repressive now."
During World War II, Hungary
was briefly occupied by the Nazis,
then "liberated" by the Russians
'Yho, subsequently, took control
and never left. A pro".ld, freedomlovmg people, the Hungarians
chafed under the Russians, then
for two weeks in the fall of 1956
the kettle of dissent broke ·out.
The entire ;ivorld watched as the
outnumbered and poorly equipped
Hungarians tried to force the
Russians out. They failed. But it
was an inspirational victory for .tfie
Hungarians. It gave them pride.
The failure of the United States
to intervene has been a great
source of controversy. Many felt
the U.S. should have gotten involved. And the United Nations,
despite appeals from the Hungarians and other nations did nothing.
The world watched. And did
-nothing.

..,. boyhood was
a simple life
Born in 1934 in the small, hilly
vineyard village of Szentbekkalla,
Marx remembers his boyhood as a
"simple life. We had no electricity,
no paved roads or streets. Our
main source of entertainment was
performing plays."
At' the age of 10. he was enrolle~
in a boarding school 40 miles from
· his family. He was only able to
visit his village on holidays.
Marx had
limited choice in
school studies.
In a planned
economy, as . in Russia or China
today, the government makes such
decisions.
"It was decided that I would
study agriculture. The government need agronomists to manage
collective farms."
When the rebellion broke out,
Marx was involved with studies at
a government-controlled farm. He
was 22 years old.
"We learned about it from a
western radio station," he recalled. "It was unexpected. I was
very surprised."

lt was at this point that he made across the Nor~h Atlantic, was
his decision to leave the country. "rough and uncomfortable."
On the 7th· of January in 1957,
"If I had remained, I'm sure 1
could have obtained a relatively Marx stepped onto the deck and
p~sitTon--asgo~ernment saw North America for the first
functionary. But I was worried time. The coast of Nova Scotia.
about the irrational, repressive The port of Halifax, a moderatelyperiod that follows a revolution. sized city was not all what he
I concluded that the long-term expected.
prospects did not look good._:
At the moment he, his mothe1 •.. we expected
and sister got under the tarp in thE
· food truck, Marx said to himself to see skyscrapers
'~This is the most important step ir
my life."
··we expected to see skyThey bounced along for fifty scrapers."
miles, snuggled together for
For six weeks Marx was
warmth. When they transferred boarded in a converted World War
to the horse-drawn sleigh, a con- II Army hospital. "It was time to
verted farm wagon, it was cold, reunite families, decide where to
settle and arrange for a job."
dark and snow. was falling.
"The sleigh driver took a terMarx, who had only five-dollars
rible chance," Marx said. "The to his name, made his first
. roads were closely watched and purchase on the -North American
-the penalty for aiding refugees continent: a shirt.
He got a job on a farm 50 miles ·
was quite severe.
"Luckily, he knew the back from Halifax, growing chrysancountry well, and which villages themums. "I made $39 a week," he
had government informers.
I smiled, "but that was a lot of
remember ·we had to get out and money to me." He lived with the
walk around a few villages, then farmer's family. "I remember how
meet the sleigh on the other side." beautiful that country was and the
.
At one village, a young woman people were so friendly."
He worked for nearly · three
skidded up to the sleigh on her
bike and warned, "I overheard the , :Qionths on the chrysanthemum
post-mistress on the phone, alert- farm, saving his money, then
ing the police in the next village of bought a plane ticket to· Vanyour - coming. Don't go through couver, B.C.
"I left because I was getting
.that place." They didn't.
The refugees made the last 15 lonely," he said. "I knew very
miles to the border on foot. little practical English. I wanted
"It was a difficult hike, through to go to a larger city and meet
woods in high alpine country. other Hungarians. A,lso I wanted
There were some children with .us. to continue my education.
It was a courageous decision.
We had to carry them."
The immigation officials were not
pleased with Marx leaving his job.
.•. a tremendous
"They told me that if I left, I was
on my own."
relief
And he was. Meanwhile, his
At the moment of crossing into mother and _sister remained beAustria, Marx felt "a tremendous hind in Halifax, working as nurses
relief.
The danger was now aides.
behind. But my emotions were
As an intellectual, Marx gravimixed and I wondered if I would tated to the University of British
ever return.'t
Columbia. He couldn't afford to go
After a short time they met a to school, but he got a job as a
forester who took them to Ausgardener for the university. He
trian authorities. Marx and his held this job for three years, from
family spent a month at a refugee March to October and drew
camp in Vienna, . and in late unemployment during his laid-off
December they got aboard the periods.
passenger ship "M. S. Berlin" for
Unregistered, he sat in on
an eight-day voyage to Halifax, classes, picked up on English,
Nova Scotia.
made plans.
We wanted to go to the United
"I learned most of my English
States," he recalled. "But their from the Dutch gardeners I
quota had already been filled. But worked with. As you know, I have
we were happy to go to Canada." an accent and some people have
During the voyage, Marx detected a little Dutch in it."
_thou__ght a lot about his past, but
During this period, Marx lived
feelings of nostalgia diminished in "numerous boarding houses."
with each passing day. Literally Most of his friends were other
and figuratively, each day reHungarian refugees. He rememmoved him "further and further"
bers those days fondly. "I was
from Europe.
very young, optimistic and
The voyage, during winter, healthy. I enjoyed myself."

-good

a

VICTOR MARX

When he felt he knew English
well enough, Marx enrolled officially at the university. He earned
two degrees in agriculture. He
went on to the University of
Washington and obtained a
master's in library science. He got
married.
Except for two years, Marx has
been with Central since 1965.
His wife, Marion, also a librarian,
works for the Ellensburg Public
Library. They have a nine-yearold -son, Steven.
Marx considers Ellensburg his

permanent home. He has pu~
down r•_•ots. "This is a good place
to live. \ good place to raise a
family.
"Someday I'd like to go back to
Hungary to visit. But this is my
home now.
"It's good to live the quiet life."
Few can argue that Marx, after
having lived through the drama
and trauma of revolution and
flight, the uncertainties of adapting to a foreign culture and the
struggle to earn three degrees,
does not deserve the quiet life.
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BONG SHOW
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$20 Each Night
10-12 p.nt.
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Offering a large selection of
paperback .books, childrens
literature, plus more.
Teas·and coffees from
around the world, gifts and
handicrafted items~
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Ladies night Wednesday ·
Dance til l :30
at
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" " " ' G.O. Hansen'!\

f~~}Master plan exposed

farm machinery. Perhaps Teneco
or some other agri-business conglomerate wanted a few grain
combines capable of harvesting all
of the wheat grown in California,
Oregon and Washington. After the
corporate board of directors
tossed the idea out as too expensive, it was decided to recoup at
least the costs incurred in the
design process. So the wheels,
spout and reel were erased from
the original drawings and what
remained was sold to the Central
building committee as a startling
new architectural achievement.
Portland Cement also loved it.
(The fact that I have had a

Consider the new library and
instructional building. I will grant
that the interiors are spacious and
attractive (in a clinical sort of way)
except for those anomalous deadends next to the stairways where I
have more than once found myself.
It's embarassing.
But it's the shape that fails. The
architect, or more than likely
architects, must have been playing
Monopoly at the time the design
was first conceived. One of them
probably acquired Boardwalk and
Park Place, amassed enough surplus funds to purchase a hotel for
each property and bingo-two
small red models of the Instruc. tional Building were 011 the board.
Photos were - taken, dimensions
recorded and blueprints drawn.
"With windows and these neat
semi-conical stairways on the
sides-who will ever notice."

Orders filled when moon is right
You can say one thing about
Central, it is one of a kind.
Literally. One of a kind heaters,
one of a kind ovens and yes, even
the sinks are of a dying breed.
Take a quick look around a dorm
room; check the state-owned fixtures. That faithful heater that
keeps one warm may not be
salvageable if it blows up. Don't
sit on it either, Central can't
promise to find a new grill.
This is the problem: students
break something, a door for instance. Maintenance is called and
they come and measure the door~_
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recurring nightmare in which this
concrete behemoth roars to life
and rumbles down the Mall threshing students in its path has in no
way prejudiced me against it.)
Without even mentioning the
Language and Literature Building,
the Fine Arts-Home Ec./Health
Ed. Complex or Nicholson Pavilion
(which belongs to the building-asinsect school of architecture) the
puzzle remains-just what is Central's architectural master plan?
Anyone who can answer that
question should make short work
of something easy-like deciphering the Indus Valley Civilization's
hieroglyphics.

Shane Kenison

The library design was more
complicated. It required the use of
several Monopoly hotels joined
together. But this was probably a
cinch for these professional architects. Red plastic was rejected as a
construction material-too costly
(or perhaps it didn't fit Central's
mysterious master plan.)
How the Psychology Building
fits in is anyone's guess. My theory
· is that the structure was not
originally designed as a building at
all, but rather as a large piece of

Associate News Ed i t o r s:

leges and universities must fight
to keep enrollment from dropping.
It appears one solution is to
"buy" students by reducing academic standards. In this instance
they ::i:re wrong-dead wrong.
Students who _are proud of
cheap grades are few and far
between. In fact, a cheap grade
The problem faced here at can be embarrassing.
Central is a decline in enrollment
Student_s are the .people who
and the retention of good students. can do the best job selling a college
Grade inflation and enrollment are or program. If a student is not
problems that feed on each other. proud of his or her accomplishIt seems tough grading and high
ments ·then they will show little
academic standards were blamed pride when asked, "Where did you
for dropping enrollment.
But go to college?"
enrollment dropped for several
Central will not be able to "buy"
reasons beyond the control of the students with cheap grades.
university. The Viet Nam era Enrollment will decline as pride in
glutted the college campuses with
accomplishment declines. Central 1
young men avoiding the draft.
needs to tighten its academic
It is difficult to sell the concept of a standards.
college education when there are
There would be a sharp drop in
not enough jobs for college gradu- enrollment in the first year, and it '
ates. And there appears to 'be less would take a few years to build
and less emphasis on college as an student enrollment back up to
automatic response from high present levels. But if Central
school graduation.
tightened its academic belt, it · 1
would
become a college noted ·for
But a natural drop in enrollment
its
academic
excellence.
is of concern on all college camBut don't expect an academic
puses because state legislatures
don't allow for this drop in crackdown. Expect the physicians
enrollment without cutting funds · to treat · the symptoms; not cure
to higher education. Thus, col- the causes.

In last week's CRIER, Keri
Munsell's article "A.B.C.'s"
pointed out the serious problem of
grade inflation. This is a serious
problem when the "average student" has a B average: C is
supposed to be the "average
grade."

Not long ago a local businessman, wanting to build some student apartments ,adjacent to the
university campus, requested a
zoning variance. At a hearing to
. consider his request, a Central
spokesman stated theinstitution
opposed the project because it
didn't fit into its "overall architectural plan." This surprised nearly
everyone present, especially the
businessman. He wanted to know
what possible architectural similarity could be found among Central' s newer structures.
Some anonymous soul once described a camel as a horse designed
by a committee. Given that frame
of reference, Central's campus
appears to be a "camel" designed
by several subcommittees.

Ken Munsell, Nancy Wolff

Paul Fridlund

_tf Lower grades
~
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Damian Schwarz
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A door is a door, right? Wrong.
If one's lucky it is a normal-sized
door. If it isn't they could wait a
while-possibly six months or
more. The Maintenance Office
says that many items are unavailable due to stopped production.
For instance, the sinks in Brooklane Apartments are not made
anymore, neither are the heaters
in Barto Hall. Be gentle to these
things.
A maintenance man receives $13
an hour, and a visit can average
between $6 to $37. Beginning to
get an idea of where the money

goes? That aforementioned door
can cost up to $200 if and when it
gets fixed.
Including office personnel, eight
full-time people work for maintenance. They receive over 1,000
work orders every month. Little
wonder why that door isn't fixed,
.
for instance.
Fact is, maintenance has Work
orders over a year old. No, the
problem isn't just that they are
understaffed. They also can't find
what is needed because more than
likely tho~e items aren't currently
manufactured, or · if they are,
Maintenance can't find a dealer

who sells them. When they find
out, they will undoubtedly file an·
order with the company. If "the
moon is right while th~ white t:
buffalo eats- th~ high-gi:ass", the
order will be filled. Let it be
known though, it is one thing to fill
an order, but it is quite another to '
deliver it.
There is one bit of good news,
however. Remember those NEW
MATTRESS notices all Barto residents received back on December
5, 1977? The remaining 100 have
arrived and will be placed in rooms
during Spring Break. Once more
with feeling.

Liz Lane

Ethnic clubs fill need
The social upheavals of the
turbulent and violent 60-'s brought
many social changes to contemporary American society, particularly in the areas of interpersonal
and interracial relationships.
For many it was a time of
intense sour searching. jumping
from one cause to the next, trying
to find their "true inner selr' and
fulfulling purpose in life.
For others,, it was the end of
searching and a time of selfrealization of what they really
were and should be proud to be.
This new aura of awareness was
the catalyst for such movements
as the Black Power movement,
and the Chicano and Native Amer1can movements. _ Self and group
identity has been . positively attained and ethnocentrism was an
ideology everyone could believe in.
Now in the quiet 70's, many
people feel that the movements
are dead and that ethnic pride was
just a fad for the 60's.

Pride in minority achievements,
culture and upward mobility are
still very much alive on Central's
campus.
The Asian, Black, Chicano and
Indian students continue to keep
their ethnic and cultural identities
regardless of efforts mady by
others to force them into the
"Great American Melting Pot".
The B.S.U. (Black Student
Union), Asian Club, M.E.C.H.A.
(l\1oviento Estucliantil Chicano de
Aztlan) and the Intertribal Club
(for Native Americans) serve not
only as a voice for their particular
·group, but also as a "mini-cultural
center" designated to fill the
ethnic cultural vacuum that exists
in Ellensburg.
However. these groups and
their efforts to fulfill such needs
are often met by hostile resistance
from white students, faculty . and
administrators who apparently
don't understand what it is like to

experience things from a different
cultural/ ethnic perspective.
Thus, the minority groups'
effectiveness as a voice for their
people is continually worn down
until they are not taken seriously
unless they put up a good fight (as
in the _case of the B.S.U.'s recent
battle with the B.O.C.) to be
heard.
Lest my meaning be misinterpreted, I will conclude by saying
that I am not advocating voluntary
or deliberate segregation on the
part of minority students nor am I
asking for polarization between
whites and minorities.
All I ask is that minorities be
allowed to be thems~lves in every
aspect (culturally, socially, etc.... )
and that they too have the right to
voice their own opinions from their
own perspective without fearing
backlash from the white majority
as a consequence.
Hopefully, I am not asking for
the impos~ible.
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Solon says Central needs special help
Central is at a disadvantage,
requests which could effect Central's renovation and project of according to Washington, in that
Senator Nat Washington McConnell Auditorium. The legis- the "bread and butter students"
(D-Ephrata) and Representative lators were in Ellensburg at the at -the other two universities are
·Sid Flanagan ~ (R-Q_uincy) _disChamber of Commerce Legislative able to live at home and thus cut
the costs of higher education.
cussed the funding -problems of Committee meeting la.st week.
Paul Shaake, former Central
Central and some Capital Budget
Wa~hington, who has voiced his
board of trustee member said, "It
.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t opinion on the present formula for
I
Central funding, said there should sounds t_<! me th~t _ what you are
be some type of "weighing factor" asking for is more dollars per
~Support
that wollld bring Central up to a stu~ent~." He S3:id that Central is
level to compete with the other not a commuter institution, but
rather a residential institution.
~ _ two regional universities, Eastern
: and Western. Both universities The route the university shoulQ
are located near metropolitan . take, accordin~ to Shaake, is to
areas. He claims that Central is · make the tuition figure more
unfairly penalized for its location attractive to students. As the
in an agricultural and less popu- tuition figure stands now, there is
not much difference between the
lous area.
tuition fees of community colleges,
state universities and that of the
regional universities.
Washington also said that there
is discussion in the House to place .
a ceiling on the U.W.'s enrollment.
"They have the largest number of
students on their campus than any
other campus west of the Mississippi," Washington said.
Central is important to the
Central Washington region for
employing over 800 people and has
the second largest payroll, next to
farming. In order to keep the
University stable or allow it to
grow, tne legislators said there
BY PAMELA WHITENER

should be emphasis and advertis- The auditorium is used for many
ing on the programs Central has to musical and drama presentations
,
·
during the year as well , as a
offer.
"We've got to get out to the meeting place for organizations.
regions that Central covers and
The Go-vernor will decide
support the programs. We should whether or not to have a legislahave the type of programs and do tive session after reports on the
a good selling job," Flanagan said. State's financial status are preWashington said, "In a five-mile sented on February 15.
radius of Western, they have five
Jimmie Applegate, Assistant to
times the students as Central. the President (Dr. James Brooks)· In a 20-mile radius of Eastern said, "The longer the delay, the
there is 10 times the students than more it (the renovation) will cost.''
we have here.''
He added, "We may get the same
Ellensburg and the University amount of money that we requestare also the cultural c"enter for ed for the renovation, but the cost
Central Washington. If Governor of inflation could surpass the
Dixy Lee Ray does not call a monies allocated by the Capital
legislative session this year, the - Budget."
amount of money requested for
The Capital B~dget regulates
the renovation of McConnell Audi- monies spent for building and
torium may not cover the costs. · - renovation of state builaings.
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Med.school record good
How many Central students
have entered the U.W. Medical
School in the past five years? The
answer is four. According to J.L.
Lowe, Director, Allied Health
Sciences Program and Chemistry
Department Chairman, R. Gaines,
Central maintains a good record of
admittances in a highly competitive field.
Gaines pointed out that the
"number of people applying to
med. school is far fewer than it
used to be.'' He said he attributes
the decline to the fact that the
medical school receives "between
800 and l,000 applications every
year, for about 80 positions.''
He said he also feels the so-called "quota system" definitely has
had an impact on the number of
applications from here.
·
John ·Howard, Central chemis"
try major from Ellensburg ha.i:i

accepted an offer from the University of Washington Medical School
arid will begin ~ext FalJ,. .
John, son. of A.H. "Ham" and.
Dorothy Howard, says of his
Central chemistry experience that
he "has received a lot of personal
attention as well as more responsibility than he would have had in
another situation.'' He explained
that he was "encouraged to participate in under-graduate research
and received constructive criticism which was very helpful.''
Currently, John instructs some
chemistry lab sessions and is local
vice president of the student afftl- -liation of the American Chemical
Society. He · also tutors in the
Chemistry department program
which provides regularly scheduled time for students needing
extra help in the subject.
;
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Fencing co Ines out of the closet
BY BILL KOSSEN

Curry's words,
"the sport is
flourishing."
Many sports are like clothes,
Another interesting thing about
they come and go with the years, fencing is the time-honored rules
giving way to something more of etiquette that the participants
fashion11ble.
One example is obey.
fencing, which was very popular in
"On guard, sucker, or I'll shove
Roman times. But it soon went the this sword up your nose," is a
way . of the toga and orgies. greeting that is highly unlikely to
But now orgies are back and so is be heard at a fencing bout.
. fencing.
Opponents are treated with
· The appeal of fencing is easy to respect and dignity, like a prisoner
see.
It combines physical is in his last hour before he is
strength, quick reflex action and decapitated.
In other words,
intellectual prowess.
despite the facade of friendliness
"It's like a physical chess fencers bestow on each other,
match," explained the president of there is little love lost in the heat
Central's fencing club, Pat Curry. of the battle.
Curry is typical of one kind of
''ln my first tournament at the
person that fencing attracts. Built U.W., my opponent kept charging
and dressed like a logger (that me," said Curry. "Finally I just
style hasn't changed in decades), butted him with my helmet and
this behemoth of a man looks like knocked the guy down. I got a
he could clear-cut forty acres a warning, but he didn't do it again,"
day, without a chain saw. He'd said the chuckling Curry.
_
just pull the trees out of the
There are three categories of 1
ground or push them over.
fencing. The most popular style
Like most sports though, there and the one that is taught at
is room for the little man or Central is called foil fencing. The
woman. Since the object of ' the weapon is called a foil and is made
game is to touch your opponent's of a lightweight aluminum-alloy.
body with the tip (button) of the Both men and women compete
weapon (usually called a foil), with the foil and the target area is
short people have an inherent confined to the body torso, the
advantage. They have a smaller limbs and qead being considered
target area. Quickness and strong off-target.
legs are also attributes of a good
Eppe is the name of another
fencer but these can be obtained.
"Fencing is good conditioning," style of fencing and its weapon is
steel-bladed, much heavier than
Curry said.
the foil. Eppe fencing is aggresThat is apparent. The members
sive.
The target consists of the
of the advanced fencing class are
all prime physical specimens, be entire male body. Females do not
compete in this or the final
they big, small, male or female.
The program at Central is category of fencing which is called
headed by Dr. Jean Putnam of the sabre.
The sabre is also made of steel
P.E. department, who brought the
sport and the equipment out of but has a thin edge for cutting and
mothballs about four years ago . . a thick · ecJ.ge for defense and
According to Curry, Central had a attacks on the opponent's blade.
fencing program back in the 1940's The target area consists of everybut it was discontinued.
The thing from waist up.
resurgence of interest in it is a
All three styles of fencing are
national phenomenon and in used in tournament play by_the

com·e out of a bout with a few cuts,
scratches and welts, but it's becoming common knowledge that
many consenting adults inflict the
. same upon each other fpr__pleasure~
Fencing is not S/M though, just
a couple people having a hack of a
time.
If you are interested in fencing,
but c~nnot get into the class,
which usually fills up the first few
hours at registration, come to the
club meetings which are held
every Monday at 6 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion. Equipment is furnished for those enrolled in fencing
classes, but club members must
While it may look like a danger- provide their own gear. The cos~ is
ous sport, it isn't all that hazard- less than one ski boot, ranging
ous. Sure, the participants often
s25 to l550.

teams involved. A team consists
of two who compete at foil, one at
epee and one at sabre. The bout is
six minutes long (five minutes for
women), or until a fencer scores
five touches. Touches are scored
against the fencer who is considered hit. Hits are determined by
judges or through an electronic
sensing device on the fencer.
In a case of a tie, sudden-death is
put into effect, first touched loses.
At no time may the weapon be
thrown. The fencer who does this
risks being shishkebobbed by the
opposing team.

from

SHADES OF NUREYEV AND PETE TOWN·
SHEND-Though it's really Jerry Blake and Dying

This year's fencing club is
recognized by the B.O.C. but does ·
not receive any money from · the
schoof. Thus, the club is pianning
some fund-raising activities a la
rugby club parties. They are also
hoping to put on a tournament at
Nicholson Pavilion later this quarter with teams from all over the
Northwest competing: Come out
and watch them. It will be a good
shpw.
Club members include Curry,
Jerry Drake, Paul Gorris, Brad
Hupp, Anne Cullerton, Bill Campbell, Ron LaTour, Phil Hoge, Mace
McCuddin, Rick Chubb, Lloyd
Bowler, Bryon Ritter, Paula Black
and .David McRae.

Pat Curry, this could be a scene out of the Russian
Ballet or a Who concert.

AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE-For fencing club president. Pat Curry that
is. Anne ~ullerton and Gail Lundgren .ue.uo match for the talent.d Curry·

photos by
Damian Schwar:z
AN HISTORICAL MOVE-Dave McRae 'lunges' at a 'parrying' Paul
Gorris. The upheld hand often held a dagger or a lantern in the past.
Today it is used for balance.
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Chimes echo throughout campus
BY NANCY WOLFF
Since the summer of 1964,
Central students have been awakened by the sound of the
carillon echoing across the campus. These Westminster chimes
mark the hour from 8 a.m. till 10
p.m. On the half hour from 10:30
a.m. till 2:30 p.m., musical selections are played. Is there some
dedicated musician cum Quasimodo who devotedly rings the
hourly chimes each day?
The answer can be found in
Room 119 of the S.U.B. There, in a
· corner of the small dark room
stand two approximately 3' x 6'
grey metal consoles which house
the gear and tapes for the chimes.
Central acquired the carillon
chimes two years ago, after a
group of students and faculty
decided that the purchase of the
chimes would enhance the campus.
Money for the system was raised
through student activities such as
films, ·dances, talent shows and
hootenanny's (folk singing concerts). The Alumni Association
donated $1,000 to the fund, and
funds of $1, 778. 72 were transferred from the school's 1948 war
memorial fund. The total cost of
. the bells was $5,263.
Even an item as harmless as the .
purchase of the carillon system did
not go without complaints from
some campus groups in 1963.
The carillon's detractors felt that
the money would be better spent
by using it for- -scholarships, or

books, etc.
The chimes where purchased
from the Van Bergen Maas-Rowe
Carillon company in Greenwood,
South Carolina.
Former Central Director of
Placement, Erling J. Oakland,
chairman of the Memorials, Gifts
and Building Names Committee,
oversaw the fund-raising for the:
bells.
- - · · ..
One of the two metal cabinets
contains the mechanism on which a
roll of perforated plastic tape is
attached. The roll is similar to the
·one used on an old-fashioned
player piano. The consoie also
houses the me·chanism for regulating the Westminster chimes which
mark the hour.
There are four rolls of tapes (a
fifth tape contains Christmas
music) which are rotated every
two weeks. Each tape holds seven
tunes. A variety of music ranging
from jazz and country-western to
traditional melodies are available
on the tapes.
Each roll costs an average of
$70; a charge is made for each song
on the tape.
Clint Noyes, Central maintenance man and mechanic, is responsible for programming and upkeeping the machines.
·
He reminisce-d that the carillon
was played every 15 minutes as
part of the Central memorial
service for Dr. Martin Luther
King in 1968.
The second console contains the
_ apparatus for controlling the vol-

Ellensburg Boot & Shoe
Repair
. ..

;~;;:::s~:~f~o:~:::: :::~J~f
3rd & Pine

925-4441

QUASIMODO DEVOTEDLY RINGS THE BELLS
AT CENTRAL-The Westminister chimes play
daily for the enjoyment of students and adds to .the
ume, tone and speakers of the
system. The system includes a set
of 25 bells, amplifiers, speakers
and an air raid siren.
Karen Moawad, assistant director ~f the S.U.B., said there has _

University atmosphere. The chimes, housed in
room 119 of the S.U.B. is cared for by Central
Maintenanceman, Clint Noyes.

been so~e discussion "of moving
the machines to the top floor of
Barge Hall once it is renovated.''
The speakers are now located on
the S. U.B. roof.
Since there is a keyboard at-

tached to the set, any adventurous ·
musician welcome to come and
piay the bells," she added. If
students have suggestions for
songs they'd like to hear, stop in
Room 111 and tell Mrs. Moawad.

Indian counselor to be hired
BY LIZ LANE
In order to insure that the
academic _and personal needs of
the disadvantaged . minority students are being met and that equal
access to education becomes more
than just a long-range g_oal, the

Educational Opportunity Program
office is hiring a new Native
American staff member to help
make this goal become a Central
reality.
.
The new staff member will
serve primarily as a counselor/adv'isor and will also be involved in a
specialized recruitment program
of potential Native American students, particularily those from
neighboring reservations.
This. particular recruitment
drive will not be limited to those
~ative ~~~~cans wh9 are already

Study
•
1n

Mexico
The Central Office of International Programs- in cooperation with Eastern and Western Universities and the lnstituto Cultural Technochtitlan
presents a Liberal Arts Program in Morelia and Mazatlan. Courses in Intensive Spanish, Literature, History, Art
~ and more. Spring Quarter
begins April 3. For further
information, call Peterson
Hall 202, 963-3612.

college bound, -but will be extended to reach "the unmotivated,
those who were probably turned
off by school but want a chance to
better _themselves," Rodney Converse:E.O.P. Chairman explained.
If the new staff member nas a
college degree, he/she will be
encouraged to teach various
bri_dging courses offered by the
E.O.P .- office. He/she will also
most likely serve as an advisor to
the Intertribal Club and as an
advocate for Indian students, especially in helping them deal with
various office programs on ~am
pus, such as financial aid or
admissions.
·
Seventeen applications were examined and reviewed intensively
by a screening committee who
took at least five minimum ·qualifications into consideration, one
being that the applicant have
extensive knowledge and experience with the problems, experiences and culture of Native Americans, particularly those of Central Washington.
Three (possibly four) applicants
are now being considered for the
position. Converse says he hopes
to make his final decision soon and
have the new staff member on the
job by February.

~

Ellcn~burg\

Bicycle Shop

-.,

IB®0~:W~Il®
Tai..ara·s
PeuC)IOfs
8°c._-t.:tes • R~a·rs • Satet • S.tvtet
307 N Maon • 92!>·3326 ......

....Clolt<I MonClay'i •

Putting this face
·in your future.
Your Fidelity Union Field Associate can help plan your financial
future with (;;ollege Master. Col·
lege Master is the nation's leader
in life insurance for college
seniors. Let him tell you why.

A I st even s
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Call the Fidelity Union College
Master Field Associate in your
area:
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l::i
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Philosophy prof wins teaching award
BY MARY MAHAN

"I think the idea of highlighting
good teaching should be recognized," states Dr. Chester Z.
Keller, recipient of Central's first
Distinguished Teaching Professor
Award.
The recognition award was presented to Dr. Keller last June,
after a committee of faculty representatives was formed to review
recommendations and was -endorsed by the Board of Trustees.
Dr. Keller was nominated by
members of the philosophy department, who recommended him by

writing, "He has brought clarity
and definition to ·obscui:e topics."
Along with the title of Distinguished Professor, is a $1,000
salary increase for the year.
Dr. Keller, department chairman
of philosophy, received his Masters and Ph.D. from the University of Southern California.
Always interested in scholarly
improvement, Dr. Keller has been
involved in many professional
organizations, the most recent
being the Advisory Council for the
Columbia River. The Council consists of members appointed by the
Institute of the Rockies, located at

Delivery men followed
[Cont. from page 1]
The last incident of the night
happened at 12:32 a.m. The patrolman said three persons followed a
delivery vehicle to the east side of
Stephens-Whitney, the same area
as the previous arrest.
"We almost had an arrest, but
when those kids realized what was
happening, they took off running
and I couldn't catch them," he said.
The businesses are doing more
to protect themselves from thefts
than monitoring and surveillance.
"New locks on all vehicles are
being installed," a businessman
said, "that should make it harder
to open the doors. But you don't
know what is going to stop some
people from breaking in."
But the businessman emphasized that it wasn't the entire
college campus causing the problems, only one percent of the total.
"We know it's only one percent
of the students causing the problems, but it is that one percent

that is making it difficult to
continue our deliveries," one businessman said. "We like making
. deliveries, but if something isn't
done we may have to discontinue
them.''

Audio -visual
· The Washington State Legislature appropriated funds in the
1971-1973 biennial to enlarge the
library and audio visual services.
However, due to a cutback in
recent funds, the audio visual
appropriations were cut from the
plan. But recently the legislature
after much debate, finally agreed
to give over two milion dollars to
remodel and modernize the Bouillon building for audio visual services.
The department will consist of
tecbnical services, the production
lab, film library and television
services.

the · University of Montana, of
which their purpose is to explore
the many alternatives of the great
Northwest River.

Keller has been recognized as a
Distinguished Professor before, by
Central's Student Government in
1965.
"At Central, we pride ourselves
Dr. Keller is also a lifetime
in excellence in teaching, but are
member of the Danforth Foundaalso heavily involved in research
tion, which is one of the oldest
and public service," states Dr. Ed
programs devoted to good teachHarrington, V.P. of academic afing. Members are chosen on theirfairs, and continued, saying "The
"capacity to relate to students in a time was right, and I had a number
personal way."
of requests to move ahead with the
Besides Dr. Keller's national teaching award."
and regional activities, he's been
involved in many Central committees promoting and improving
higher edur.ation.
Dr. Keller a member of Central's faculty since 1960, has published many reports and has
presented many papers to professional organizations, nationwide.
His latest paper, "Can We Watch
The Columbia River," was presented in December at Lewis and
Clark College, in Portland Oregon
and is going to be published in
March.

"I applaud the intentions and
reasons for having the award,"
said Dr. Keller, and continued,
smiling, "our vocation, or calling,
is one of being concerned with the
transmission and growth of knowledge and we do it in the classroom
first."
Dr. Keller will carry the title of
Distinguished Professor until
June, when another professor will
be chosen and announced at the
Honors Convocation.

.,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .........................................
STOLEN!
OR REMOVED BY MIST AKE
SONY
Reel-to-Reel Tape Recorder
C.W.U.ldentification TR 1041

$100.00
REWARD
FOR ARREST&
CONVICTION
OF ANYONE:
Plach1g phony orders.
Prowling delivery cars.
Assaulting delivery
persons.

CALL 962-9863

ELLENSBURG POLICE
Reward will be paid by supporting
businesses.

Taken from . rehearsal room,
McConnell 104 on the evening of
December 1O~1977 •.
Please return or notify the
Department of.Drama, telephone
963-1766,orcontactstudent
Clayton Doherty. Please help!
Don't stick a fellow student
with this replacement cost.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,
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Central not alone

Evergreen tackles recruitment
BY NANCY WOLFF

figures were not available, but
officials at these institutions said
The problem of student recruit- they generally follow stanc!ard
ment and retention is not solely recruitment programs.
·confined to Central.
Although
According to Larry Stenberg,
Eastern, Western and Washington Director of Student Development
State have not experienced much at Evergreen, they have impleof a decrease in their enrollments mented two comprehensive prothey have active on-going recruit- grams during the last two years.
ment programs. Exact enrollment This involves the efforts of student .

FEBRUARY 9th & 10th
3, 7, & 9:30 PM

$1.00
SUB THEATRE

~ ~I

111111<111

17 •equHOS ec c ... pe•y•" 9 -

Par9111

Ot'

Adult Guatchen

I

PRESENTED BY MEISNER HALL IN COOPERATION WITH SWANK MOTION PICTURES INC.

services personnel and academic
leadership. The program includes
both full-time and part-time activities.
One program deals with active
recruitment. It encompasses the
traditional high school/college
tour approach. There is some
community college circuit recruitment. Stenberg said they work on
an "individual basis" in community
college areas tllat are ·strong
feeder sources for Evergreen. In
some cases they offer limited
degree . work with some high
schools. Evergreen often sponsors
special on-campus events to which
high school and community college
students are invited.
' Stenberg stressed that they do a
lot of follow-up work through
prompt replies to mail requests
and phone inquires.
In addition, there is a check in
center for new students who have
school-related or personal problems.
A second part of the program
emphasizes academic advising. In
the past they had not followed a
structured approach to advising.
It was the student's responsibility
to seek out an advisor. Now
they've realized that it's necessary ·
to 'assign students to advisors.
"Our main goal," said Stenberg,
"is not so much recruitment but in
seeing that students who are
admitted are able to adjust to
Evergreen's unique educational
atin,osphere."
Evergreen did have an enrollment decrease last fall but it · was
still an increase over the 1976
enrollment.
Student retention
there is "normal". It's better than
at some schools and not as good as
at others.
·
A large part of Evergreen's
enrollment is composed of veterans. Now that the Veteran's
Administration has reportedly an- nounced a cutback in benefits for
students -enrolled there, Evergreen will have an additional
retention problem.

By Don Caughey

the Faith
In the midst of the turbulence of the late 60's, Rev. Albert
Cleage of Detroit proclaimed his belief that Jesus was black and
founded the Church of the Black Messiah. Many white people
reacted with anger to Gleage and black theologians who voiced,
with varying degrees of sophistication, simµar claims to his.
Wasn't "black theology" reverse racism? Many were willing to
acknowledge that Jesus was not the blue-eyed white man who
appeared in so many Sunday School pamphlets and in Western art.
As a Jew he undoubtedly was much darker skinned than
commonly portrayed, but on what grounds could he be seen as
black?
With the end of visible turmoil and the resurgence of evangelical
Christianity, we have tended to forget black theology. As Liz Lane
indicated in her column of January 19, the struggle for civil rights
has not ended nor has the pattern of r~cist discrimination in
America been significantly changed. Instead America has
preferred to believe that we have returned to "normalcy." Popular
interest in religion is centered on the conversions of such unlikely
figures as Charles Colson, Larry Flynt and Eldridge Cleaver.
Cleavers story is particularly illuminating since he has apparently
moved from black radicalism to a very "white" Christian faith.
Without the visible presence of Martin Luther King, Americans
have suppressed the challenge raised by black theology.
Contemporary images of Jesus have moved away from that of the
Nordic Arayan, but even the "hippie" Jesus looks more like white
college students than a dark-skinned Jew. Certainly we do not
think of him as black. ,
But the challenge will not go away. In a very real sense, Jesus is
black, and it is important not only to black Christians but to all of
us to recognize that. The heart of the New Testament assertion
that Jesus was the Messiah of Judaism is that Messiah arises from
"the stone the builders rejected." Messiah confronts and confounds
our expectations of what is holy and valuable, just as Jesus did for
Judaism. Black theology speaks from the perspective of
oppression and rejection and proclaims God's special love for the
outcast. When we pfoture Jesus as someone who looks like us, we
can be saying positively that Jes us is for us too, but we run the
·risk of assuming that he is only for us or that he is for others as
they accept the values and cultural assumptions inherent in our
imag~ of him. We miss the Messiah who redeems what we reject
and disvalue.
Jesus is Black, Indian, Chicano, Asian. He is whomever we
reject and disvalue. He is woman, child and old. He is retarded,
crippled and embarrassing. If this bothers you, come to the session
on "The Future of Black Theology," February 7, during
Afro-American Week. Black theology is for us all and its futlire is
our future.

Theology chronology
Thursday, Feb. 2

Chrysalis Singers.
1st Baptist-10 a.m., Adult
Center for Campus Ministry, Study with Al Lustie; 5 p.m.,
Noon. · Bible Study, "Focus on "Dinner at Doc's", Bible study of
Revelations.
Dr. Calkins (see
Jesus" S.U.B. Cafeteria.
Newma n House, 8th and Thursday).
1st Presbyterian, 1307 E. 3rd,
Sprague-4 p.m., Eucharistic Service, 7:30 SEARCH, 925-5445.
962-9311-11:15 a.m., following
Chi Alpha, 1009 North D Street, worship, the Brunch Bunch.
1st Methodist, 3rd and Ruby,
925-9139-7:30 p.ni., Central
Christian Fellowship, meets up- 962-9257-11:15 a.m., following
worship, Crosstalk (discussion).
stairs in the S. U .B.
1st Christian, 6th and Ruby,
1st Baptist Church, 4th and
Sprague, 925~3322-Noon Bible 925-2644-10 a.m., "Science and
study and soup. 10 Command- Scripture" with Dr. Dan Unruh
ments. Dr. Eileen Calkins, 704 . from C.W.U.; 5:30 p.m. "Chat 'n
East 3rd, 925-4070~
Chew", subject: The Moonies.
Chestnut St. Southern Baptist,
Friday, Feb. 3
609 N. Chestnut, 925-2424-9:45
a.m., Bible Study on John; the 5
Newman House-4 p.m. Daily Chestnutters (singing group).
Mass (Mon.-Wed.).
Calvary Baptist (Conservative),
Christian and Missionary Alli- 925-3688-7:30 p.m., College/
ance, 1st and Ruby, 925-6262....,... Singles Bible Study and Fellow6:30 p.m., "Indoo~ Barn Party'',
ship-call for ..Joc<\tion.
featuring Square dancing. food
K.C.W.S. Cable FM 91, 4-6 p.m.,
and fellowship. At the Morgan Jr. . "The Rock that Doesn't Roll".
High Cafeteria.
For times of weekly Sunday
.services see the Saturday EllensSaturday, Feb. 4
·li>urg Daily Record.
Center for Campus Mimstry,
Monday~ Feb. 6
11th and Alder, 925-3196-5 p.m.
Mass; 6 p.m. Seventh-Day AdvenCenter for Campus Ministry-1
tist Fellowship.
p.m., Christian Science Student
Group.
81JDday,Feb.5
Chestnut St. Baptist Church-7
p.m., Intervarsity Christian
Center for Campus Mi~istry-9
Fellowship.
a.m. and 11 a.m. Mass; 10:30 a.m.
1st Presbyterian Church..:..7
Lutheran Student Group-Worship· p.m., Chasidin Singers.
at 1st Lutheran, 6th and Ruby,
Newman House-7:30 p.m.,
925-284:t; 5:30 p.m. Lutheran StuBasic Teachings of the Catholic
dent Movement, College and Church; 9 p.m., Bible Study on
Career Supper at C.C.M.; the f
Luke.
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Brooks assesses his presidency
BY HAROLD LANE
"Remember that I went to
Central as a stu_qent, graduated
here after four years. I knew some
faculty members as my profs in
class. But when I became an
administrator, these same people
came to me with concerns and
worries I hadn't heard of. It
surprised me a little."
When Jam es Brooks became
President of "Central Washington
State Teachers College" in August
of. 1961, he discovered something .
that is not generally recognizedthat the students' view of the
operation of the college is often
quite separate from the administrator's view.
Some students, asked to imagine life in the rarefied air .of the
bureaucracy, think of It as an
PRESIDENT JAMES BROOKS
amazingly dull job. They see the
position as nothing but delegating
authority so one can have time to static view a student might have.
bewildering array of committees
read reports, sign papers, approve
Central's size increased immen- the administration has to deal
actions and initiate a dozen other sely while Brooks was President.
with.
equally dull actions.
When Robert s~ McConnell,
Closer to home, Dr. Brooks
However, Brooks-who is retir- Brooks' predecessor, resigned for
found it a challenge to ' maintain
ing this fall after seventeen years 'a job in the federal government,
adequate ties to the faculty memin the President's office-doesn't there were 2,200 full-time stubers. In the past, because of the
thin~ of his job in that way. dents-less than half of the preschool's smallness, the professors
He can't think of his job in that sent on-campus population. The
expected a personal relationship
way. In order to remain inter- off-campus programs, which now
with the President.
.Growth
ested, he must think of the have 1,500 members, did not exist.
during the Sixties eventually
Presidency as a dynamic, moving The campps itself covered only a
made that impossible, ·to everyseries of events, not simply the hundred acres-a third of what it is
one's regret.
exercising of routine duties.
now.
When asked about what qualiIn a recent interview, Dr.
The number of faculty has ties Central's next president
Brooks revealed to a great extent undergone similiar expansion.
would need to succeed in the
how that unique outlook has When Brooks began his tenure,
position, Brooks refused to cominfluenced his work.
As he the number of professors was so ment . . "Actually, you should ask
described the problems and small that there was only one the Board of Trustees-who
achievements of his tenure as Academic Department-the selected the candidates-what
president, he consistently used "departments" that the 1978 stu- their standards were in the selec·metaphors of power and motion to dent deals with were only "divi- tion process. It really wouldn't be
outline his status on various sions". Some "divisions", like the fair for me to comment."
subjects. He spoke of "the wave of Political Science Division, had only
Speaking in general terms,
students" which arrived in the one professor.
though, Brooks said that increasSixties; the "Centrifugal force" of
'):'o the student who got here a ingly, colleges are choosing admithe legislature, the "emotional year or two ago, the contrast nistrators with more experience in
pull" of the professors he knew as · between the University of the managerial and legal matters. The
a student in the late Forties. present and the State College of large web of constantly shifting
Even simple words like "concerns" the early Sixties is remarkable. connections with legislature, facul- ,
and "relationships" gain a new To Dr. Brooks, though, it's not the ty and students would probably
undercurrent in their meaning. least bit striking. "Perhaps if cripple an inexperienced adminisGoing to Brooks' office is almost as Eastern and Western had grown, trator with its size and complexity.
disconcerting as a geometry class and we hadn't, I'd be shocked.
As for himself, James Brooks'
where "slope," "angle" and "func- But we all experience the same future is still uncertain. "I really
tion" are used in confusing new things at the same time, so it haven't made up my mind," he
ways. In order to operate, one has seemed like a natural, gradual said. "A year from now, I'll be able
to say to you, 'Yes, you see that?
to learn different facets in one's development." _ .
The most- impressive change. That's what I want to do and I'm
basic vocabulary.
Difficult as this adjustment is, it Brooks · found, looking over his going to do it.' Right now, though,
seems necessary to understanding career, was the "increasing com.the workings of the University. plexity of relationships" the PresiCertainly, when looking at the dent has had to deal with. In the
physical structure of Central, past, there was one financial
Brooks' vision of the administra- connection between Central and
tion as a whirlpool of activity the Legislature-the Centrnl Budseems l_llore accurate than the -- ~et Agency. Now there is a huge,

4th Anniversary:_ Sale
To help us celebrate,
Buy a pair of:
K-2 7IO's at $210, or
K-2 225 Softs at $230, or
Fischer C4 Comps at $210, o
Molnars at $235, and
we'll install a new set of
Solomon 555's with leash free
( $93.95 value).
tSubject to stock on hand)
u r - - -.-ONE WEEK ON.L .Y-.-----.. ··
Thanks for your patronageJ
from Larry & Jill.

WILLIE 8TQANGE

.·8porting Goods
506 N. PINE

. 925-2203

FEB.8th

9am-4pm
.It's' that time of year again!
That's right, Ring Day is just
about here again. We know how
much this means to many of you,
so we have arranged a special day
for you to meet the Josten
Jewelry Representative.
See y~u all there!

I'm not sure, because I haven't
explored all the alternatives yet.''
It's obvious where Dr. Brooks'
preferences lie, despite his present
indecision. "I gave up a promising
academic career in geography to
head this college, and while the
Presidency was a unique and
valuable experience, I'd rather
teach than become administrator
for another college.
"The average tenure for a
college pre~ident in America is

five years. By the time I walk out of this office, it will have been
seventeen years since I began.
I think three lifetimes as an
adminis~rator is enough."
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Will do theses, term papers~
course work, tables, charts, etc.
Call: 925-1727. Ask for Gail.

INSIDE

MR~

G's

8th & CHESTNU

Josten's College
Jewelry Representative
Will Be Here For
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Jill (Debbie Cowell) introduces her ex-boybriend Ralph Austin (Pat Radford) to Don (Rob
Reynolds) with some resistance•

Don (Rob Reynolds) explains to Jill (Debbie Cowell) how
blind people tell the difference in their paper money by

folding it.

..............................................................................................................................................

Student learns directing
BY NATE SMITH
Someone once' said, "Actors are
stupid; you have to tell them
everything." And who tells tl}em?
a director,' of course.
Ken Kron, a student at Central,
is in the position of telling actors
everything. He is directing Butterflies Are Free, the Threepenny
Players' first production of 1978.
The Players are a collection of
Drama students who want to gain
experience in theater from all
angles, acting, directing and technical work. Most of these students
find that taking direction from a
professor and taking it from a
student are two different stories.
Butterfiles is Ken's second directing job here at Central, his
first being last year's The Curious
Savage; so this time around he had
an idea of what to expect. When
asked what he considered the
major difference between student
and faculty shows to be, he
immediately answered, "Budget."
"As far as seeing goes, you've
got to work with what's in stock in
a student-directed play," he said.
"We have to use flats. We're
allowed to build very little, because lumber is very expensive.
We have a very small budget that
covers royalties, settings, props,
costumes, makeup, publicity and
everything else that could possibly
come up."
Rob Reynolds, who plays Don
Baker in the play, explained that
Butterflies is not like other student-directed shows because "it's
being put on and financed by the
Threepenny Players. The Players

raise their own money and decide
how much they're willing to put up
for one particular show."
"What I had to do," said Ken,
"was write up a definite estimate
of all the money I'd need for the
show and set a price. Hopefully, I'd
try to make the price a little
higher than it needed to be in case
I ran over my budget. When this
was done, I presented it to the
Players and they could either say
yea or nay on it. They said yea."
The Drama Department has
little to do with Ken's play. Jim
Hawkins is a faculty advisor and
E. Dee Torrey is the technical
advisor, but as Ken puts it, "For
the most part, we're on our own
with this one."
Rob McE!fresh, assistant director, explained that "students do
their own shows for experience.
It's one thing to let a prof tell you
what to do, but somewhere along
the line you should know what's
involved in overseeing a show
yourself."
Debbie Cowell, who plays Jill in
the play, claimed that the main
difference between working with
student directors and faculty directors is that "the student is still
learning. Student directors don't
always have a fixed picture of
what they want. They're more
flexible in their ideas. You can try
things on them and they're more
open to listen, where sometimes a
professor is more insistent and
won't be as easy to convince. A lot
of times professors have a set idea
about how the play should be
done."
Rob Reynolds continued, "With

Don (Rob Reynolds) trys to convince bis mother (Peggy Robertson) that her worries are needless.

·Actors challenged
what it would be like to be without
one of the senses.
Working in the Drama Depart·Rob went around bli'iidfolded
ment sometimes calls for sacrifices for a short time. "Being blind is no
and the meeting of many obstacles fun," he recalls. Reynolds finds
in readying for a production; late being blind very hard, and finds it
night crew, rehearsal hours and extremely difficult to not watch
loss of study time are just a few. the movement of other actors on
There are also the physical aspects stage. He overcomes this by
that have to be considered in focusing his line of sight on just
producing a play. Will an actor's one certain area during his scenes.
Reynolds also read a book
hair have to be cut or will the color
need to be changed? What type of entitled, If You Could See What I
physical demands will be made of Hear, written by a blind man. He
the actor's body to meet the role? also gave a lot of personal thought
With the opening of Butterflies in developing his role. This was
are Free, February l, 2, 3, 4, in the not the only obstacle he had to
Threepenny Playhouse, there deal with. For his part in the play
were many physical obstacles to he also had to learn to play the
confront the four-member cast. guitar. Reynolds said, "I am a flute
Not only physical obstacles but player and have never played the
mental ones as well. Each cast guitar, tilf three weeks ago." To
member seemed to have some- complete his changes for the role
thing that would have to take of Don Baker, Reynolds had to also
some time and thought on their cut his hair and shave off his
beard.
own part.
Peggy Robertson, is cast as
Don Baker, portrayed by Rob
Reynolds, is the main character in Florence Baker, Don's overprotecthe play. Reynolds plays a bright tive mother. The script calls for a
young man who has a definite 45-year-old woman that is terribly
handicap-he's blind. In preparing overbearing and protective. This
for his role as Don Baker, Rey- would not seem like a very difficult
nolds reflected on a class that he task, but Peggy is only eighteen
had once attended in high school. years old. "The main problems I
In that class he had to experience have," Peggy said, "are working
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN

KEN KRON
a student director,' it's easier to
say things like, 'I really don't feel
comfortable standing here to say
.this line,' it's easier to voice your
own opinion."
McElfresh describes the difference as one of experience. "This is
an educational theater. You can
either work with a faculty director
and learn from them or try it
yourself and learn from your own
mistakes. A faculty director won't
give you the chance to learn from
your own .mistakes; he can't afford
to."

Ken summed up by saying, "I've
found that the older I get, the
more I know and the more able I
·am to direct. I'm still in the
ilearning stage of theater. That's
lwhy. I'm here. Hopefully, after
!this play I'll know a little bit more
about drama production and the
next play will be a little easier."
Actor's dumb'/ No way. But any
play needs someone to watch over
it from all angles, to make sure
everything fits into place. Ken
Kron is learning just how true that
is.

...............................................................................................................................................

Jill (lJebbie Ci1well) explains to Don (Rob Reynolds)
that she is the image of Elizabeth Taylor.

•
f
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on a suitable walk and to make my
speech slower." This is not the
first time Peggy has taken on an
aging role. She portrayed Lilly
Belle Savage, in the 1977 Spring
Quarter production of Curious
Savage. At that time Peggy was
still attending high school here in
Ellensburg.
The other two members of the
cast, Debbie Cowell and Pat
Radford both have had some
physical changes to make for their
characters. Debbie, who plays Jill
Tanner, the kooky neighbor of the
Don Bakers, will have to dye her
hair. Pat Radford, who will portray Ralph Austin, a director/exboyfriend of Jill Tanner's, had to
let both his hair and beard grow
for his character. Pat said, "The
most difficult part was explaining
the growth to my parents over
Christmas vacation."
Last night's opening performance was completed with the
help of Ken Kron, director of the
play and Rob McElfresh, assistant
director. The two-act comedy,
written by Leonard Gershe, will
continue its run through Saturday,
February 4, in the Threepenny
Playhouse in Barge Hall. All
proceeds will go to the Central
Drama Club.
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Applicant must pass test

Civil Service jobs available
BY BECKY

P~IEUR

Civil Service opportunities on
campus are available to all people
who pass either a supplemental
exam or a clerical test.
Civil Ser.vice jobs associated
with higher education institutions
are all positions other than faculty
and administrative, including food
service and custodial employees,
some managers and all clerical and
secretarial workers. This consists
of approximately 400 on-campus
positions.
In applying for jobs, an eligibility list is established. The first
three names are given to the
employer seekin_g_ an employee.
The two applicants who are .not.

selected are put back on the top of
the list and reconsidered for the
next opening.
The newly-hired employee must
then go through a probationary
period of six months. At the end of
this period, the employee is evaluated by the supervisor. If the
evaluation is good, he becomes a
permanent employee, if not, then
he is let go and other applicants
are considered.
Each employee, now working, ·
has the right to compete for promotional positions. If · accept~d.
the employee has to go through
the same trial service period'
where at the end of six months, he
is evaluated.
If his evaluation is unfavorable,

T.J.'sPakOut
Across from Lind Hall

All Deluxe
Super Cheese ................ $1.20
Super ........................... $1.10
Hamburger.-. ................... $. 7 0
Cheeseburger ............... $.80

*

Now serving soup daily*

Specie I th is week:·
Burger, soup & sm. drink - $1.24

the employee is reverted back to
his previous position.
In this trial period, the employee must be coached and counseled by the supervisors. If not,
the employee can not be reverted
back.
.
Employees also have seniority
rights. Only time working as a
Civil Service employee is considered, not the length of time in
their present position.
The Higher Education Personnel · Board, consisting of three
members, establishes all the rules
and regulations concerning Civil _
Service employees in, conjunction ,
with the personnel officers of
institutions, union representatives
and the public.
The board, located in Olympia,
allows a 20 day trial period for
rules being · considered. At this
time, the public has the opportunity to express their views on these
rules, whether it be approval, or
disapproval.
There is also the Department of
Personnel which handles other
Civil Service jobs not connected
with higher education institutions.
The Civil Service department ·
works in conjunction with the
Affirmative Action Office in the
hiring of veterans, women, handicapped and other minorities.
Dr. Wadell Snyder, personnel
director, has his office located on
the first floor of Edison Hall.
The Civil Service employees are
now becoming involved in the
student recruitment and retention
programs.
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For Health's Sake
Comprehending the ingredients listed on cosmetic products
nowadays requires a degree in chemistry or either a very
thorough understanding of chemical definitions.
The token natural ingredients foundtin commercial "herbal" or
"natural'' beauty aids are usually listed at the bottom of the label,
preceded by such unenlightenJy-defined substances as: coceth-~
quaternium-15, coCa.mide ~A and propylene glycol. Many of
these "laboratory births" are coal/tar derivatives, whicb would be
unsafe to consume; though they are consu~ed . through a
secondary route, by way of the body's pores and thereby may
harm the "health of the skin-and thus "of the user . .
Even though the federal Pure Food & Drug Act and the Food,
Drug & Cosmetic Act requires a product's ingredients to be listed,
listing does not guarantee the consumer's awareness of what a
particular chemical substance actually is or what its source was.
The alt~rnative to -either :pos~es~ing a degree in chemistry or
painstakingly defining each GREEK word, is to prepare one's own
cosmetics from natural, organic ingredients.
Most soaps are highly alkaline and as such rob the skin of its
protective acid mantle. This can be restored by following every
soap cleansing with an herbal rinse or by adding one part of apple
cider vinegar or either lemon juice to five parts of water as a final
rinse. An herbal rinse is easily prepared by brewing a teaspoon of
any chosen herb in a cup of water and then applying the liquid,
either warm or cool, to the skin.
The.herbal rinse may also be utilized as a hair rinse. A marigold
rinse is suitable for blond hair; camomile enhances red hair's
highlights and imparts to the hair extra bounce.
Eggs are a natural way to condition the hair and make it shine.
The egg white and the yolk need to be blended separately and then ·
mixed together until creamy., This mixture should be massaged
gently into the scalp and rinsed away with cool water. This is an
especially nourishing conditioner for dry or damaged hair and can
be used for all hair types.
A beauty cream which can cleanse, soften and improve the
complexion can be easily and inexpensively made from lime juice,
raw honey and brown rice flour. After heating, a blended paste of
two tablespoons of each ingredient ·is spreact on tile face and neck
and allowed to dry. After this mixture is washed off, the skin
should be oiled lightly with a vegetable oil (preferably cold pressed
oil). Or the skin can be cleansed with a mixture of egg yolk and
water. This homemade complexion cream will create a warm glow
in the skill and spur a better blood flow to these areas. _
This is a common season of the year for chapped lips. A natural
remedy can be concocted from a mixture of v_a~!ing_ amounts (to
one's personal preference) of cocoa butter, beeswax and sweet
almond oil, with a drop of rose oil, or any other floral essence,
added.
_
For treating those dark circles or "bags" under the eyes-which
seem to occur more often during Finals Week, the following
mixture may aid in tightening the skin. Beat _together one
teaspoon of raw honey and one of egg white and pat this into the
skin, allowing this skin food to dry. After rinsing with warm
water, apply a thin film of wheat germ oil, blotting away any
excess. Never RUB anything into this area, for the thin, dry skin under the eyes is extremely fragile and heavy massaging can do
irreparable damage.
Cosmetics can, and should be, good enough to eat. Face creams
can be formulated containing lemons, almond meal, cucumbers,
barley, strawberries, honey, eggs and milk. Bath oils can contain
herbs-such as rosemary, mint, thyme and comfrey.
The local grocery store or one's own garden can become the
cornucopia of natural ingredients for innumerable healthy,
homemade cosmetics-that will be good enough to eat.
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canon P-101:

Highly reliable, extra
heavy-duty 10-diglt printing calculator with easy-to-use memory capable of accumulating results automatically. •Percentage, add-on and discount calculations can be performed
by one key. •25% extra printing life
with each specially designed easy-tochange cartridge ribbon (save money
and messy hands too)! • Produces

extremely clear, legible copy with the
new printing system. •Automatically
underlines all totals on addition and
subtraction. •Plus much, much more~
Suggested Retail s119.95.
P-1010: Same as the P-101 with
the addition of a large easy-to-read
fluorescent display ano a special shutoff switch for the printer when needed.
Suggested Retail S149.95.

canon

AVAILABLE AT:

IJOUr ".Advanced Campus Electronics,,.Center

~

From the Follls at '--------------------I
canon camarasl II Free Bohsei 3000
• 03

Clip this A.C.E. Coupon

8-dlglt hand held calculator

.
~~~~
I
I
I with purchase of Canon P-101 or
I P-101 D Printing Calculator
I
I
I Limit: one Bohsei calculator per coupon
I Cash Value: 1/20 of 1¢
I
03 I
Good one week only at the bookstore .
Date
I
------------------------------------·----------------------........................J
Worthy ·replacements for your adding
machine-Canon's economical and
durable printing and printing/display
calculators. You can count on them at
tax time or any other time.

M.R. Golden

<Jar '2Jour 'Valentin£
~esday <Jib. 14

-Arts & Entertainment

ii
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Jody Daigneault

It's A Happenin' iJ . ,~-l.~\.
,. t~l1.
What do virtuoso guitarists have in common with guitarists who
haveri't yet learned to tune their instruments? Or how about what
angelic voices have in common with a vocalist who couldn't carry a
tune in a bucket? What else but Papa John's.
Overall, Wednesday night before last's session at Papa John's
was one of the better ones that I've ever heard. It was 'one of the ·
stranger ones also, what with Matt Ransel and his two "special
friends", one of whom wa-s a dog that sat on some dude's lap while
h~wli~g and baying as if at the moon. It was a cute novelty that got
a good respo~se from the audience, but had they been on the Goq
Show, I doubt if Jaye P. Morgoon would have had the grace to
allow it to continue for very long. Gong Show host Chuck Barris
would have loved it, but then, by his.own admission, he likes burnt
toast and bus fumes.
·
Fully aware that it's rather pointless to compare musicians and
say one is better than the next; two musicians stood
heads-and-shoulders above the other performers. Mark Jones and
· Kevin Jones both gave dazzling performances on their acoustic
guitars. Mark played some classical music that was written by a
· fellow who's name I could never ·even pronounce, let alone spell,
but the moods he created with his excellently developed talent
could not have been better described than M.C. Matt "Mattman".
. Carlson's proclamation as "awesome". Guitarist/vocalist extraordinai,re Kevin Jones, stitched-up hand and all, was again boggling
minds with his unusual perception for musical dynamics and
texture. His ability to elicite such beautiful music out of his twelve
string put.s him in a category of musicians that, only a select group
·
ever attam.
Other highlights of the evening's performances were turned in
by Tony Florez who had a very pleasant voice, and Vickie and Julie
who got a good response from the audience with their songs that
featured some of the best vocal harmonies Papa John's has had in
the last few weeks. Julie blew the crowd away with an original
tune that wa$ some kind of a bizarre· good time honky-tonk "bong
·
song", but it sure was effective.
One more comment about Papa John's: there's around 6,000
students here at Central and about 5,500 of those students are
missing some of the finest entertainment around. Get the picture?
------·~-~-----------~·-·

Playing last week in the S.U.B. and down town, was a 9-piece
group comprised of Central jazz musicians known as With Ears.
Although With Ears contains some competant jazz musicians,
their musical selection and stage presence leave much to be
desired. I'd say they were unprofessional, but since they're not
professionals anyway, it wouldn't be a valid criticism.
Much of the obviously fine jazz talent was wasted on the
disco-funk format. No amount of musical expertise can help a song
like Average White Band's "Work To Do".
-----~~---·-·--~---------

The only other music I could find in town ·last week was being
played in the larger supermarkets and a few doctors' and dentists·
olfices. My fingers were frostbitten while standing in the frozen
food section of Safeway while trying to review it. and am unable to
type any longer as my fingers are ·decomposing. So remember, in
the immortal words of my close friend Bobby Dylan, "Something's
happening and you don't know what it is, do~ you Mr. Daig~ea:ult?"

Dan's
Photo
Plus
420 N. Pine Ellensburg
925-4606

Art professor wins award
for lnd~an art filmstrips
BY ANN SCHWIETERT
Mr. Frank Bach, professor of
art at Central, has been marking
filmstrips. That may not sound too
remarkable in itself, but one of
these ·series of filmstrips has
recently won a national award.
His four filmstrips entitled The
Native Arts Series were among
those named by Preview magazine
as the "Best Films and Filmstrips
of the Year 1976."
The four sound/color filmstrips
are entitled Introduction to Native
Arts, Northwest Coast Indian
Arts, Arts of the South Seas and
Masks . and Figures around the
World. These filmstrips show
examples of native artifacts such
as masks, sculptures, clothing,
utensils, weapons, baskets and
toys.
These filmstrips featured the:
collection of artifacts owned by the
late Art Professor Edward Haines.
The collection is now on display in
FRANK BACH
· the Department of Anthropology.
The artifacts are shown off very Drawing, Drawing 'fools, Materdistinctly through the use of clear. ials and Techniques, Contour and
colorful photographs. Besides this _Gesture Drawing and Perspectin
set of filmstrips, Mr. Bach has and ·Fantasy Drawing.
made five other units of filmstrips.
In these filmstrips, works are
The second series is called But is shown py various students at
it Art? This series is composed of various levels of age and developtwo filmstrips. The first filmstrip ment. Different methods such as looks at current art objects and pencil, pen rapidograph, brush· and
comments made about them. This chalk are explained. Different
format helps people to examine methods of drawing are also
their viewpoints toward art. The shown. Some examples of these
second filmstrip further explores methods are gesture and contour
questions and problems concern- which are compared and contrasted.
ing the artworks.
The fifth series done was Mixed
Frank Bach and Reino Randall
worked together on the third Media in Art. The filmstrips show
series entitled Three-Dimensional how two-dimensional and threeDisplays. This series of four dimensional works of art can be
filmstrips is concerned with design produced. Two-dimensional pieces
principles and elements.
The ·can be made fr9m leather, paper
series is directed toward students and cloth plus paint and felt-pen
and teachers developing displays designs. Three-dimensional obfor schools, libraries and exhibits. jects can be made from materials
It enables even the non-creative to such as clay, wood, driftwood,
create displays. from easily avail- metal, pebbles, buttons, yarn,
able materials.
nails, ceramics, fur and plastics.
Seeing and Drawing, the fourth
The last series is entitled Batiks.
series produced, acquaints the Batiking is a dyeing method by
student with drawing. The film- w~ich designs are made by coverstrips are entitled Introduction to ing fabric parts with removable

__.......

wax.
The two filmstrips in this series
show examples of the ancient
methods ·of batik making. The
filmstrips use _a historical appr.oach, comparing the ancient
with the modern methods. Co;ltemporary batiks are also shown
and contrasted with ancient ones.
Frank Bach produced these
filmstrips for Encore. This is a
visual ed~cation company located
in Burbank, California which ·-distributes and sells filmstrips on a
wide variety of topics.
Besides making filmstrips and
teaching Art at Central since 1951,
Mr. Bach has served on the State
Curriculum Guide Committees ..
He has also created an Art Center
Prototype for a U.S. Government
Educational Research Laboratory,
and exhibited in the areas of
sculpture and ceramics. His film
making activities include producing and co-producing over two
dozen art ·and educational films
and filmstrips which are distributed internationally.

Incense& ·
Head Gear,
Records,
· Tap~s&
Waterbeds.
Hours: 11-7 M.-F.
Sat. 1 2-6.
Closed Sundays.
51.0 N_
o rth Ruby·
. 925-3900

Are
You
.---

LOOKING
For a lNay to stretch
your
foo~ dollar?·
,,.,.,.... ,,,,....
.

.Then LOOK at our prices
*Farm Fresh.2% milk 67c 1h gal.
*Farm Fresh Grade A 66c 1h gal.
*Past/HomoMilk 67c 1h gal.
Food
coupons
accepted

Winega·r's •R•YE••
411

w. 15th -- 121-1821

Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion
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FOOS ba 11,
BY PAT HADALLER

pinball - the rage in dorms

Accordfog to Paul Evans, a three
year resident of Quigley Hall,
there was a pinball mac1iine in that
dorm until just last year.
Speaking of Quigley, they are
having a disco Friday night. One
officer of the dorm who wished to
remain anonymous said, "Beck had
a 'Dance your *** off '·· disco,
Davies is having an 'Anything bv.t
Disco', so we (Quigley) are havihg
a 'Discount Disco'." What is a discount disco? That means one gets a
discount on admission to the
dance. The regular price is 25t, but
the big DISCOUNT price is 24t.
Some people will do anything for
the sake of being unique.

The people who own foosball
machines on campus have been
extemely successful' over the past
few years. Will the present surge
of interest for pinball result in the
presence of pinball machines all
over campus?
Although pinball machines require a quarter, as do foosball
machines to operate, pinball machines are much different. A new
foosball table costs 1/3 ·to 1/5. as
much as a pinball machine. It is
pretty hard for the average college
student to come up with $1,200.
Another factor is the upkeep
required on a pinball machine as
NORTH HALL
compared to a foosball table. One
must have a vast amount of
North Hall, being one of the
knowledge to work on a pinball
machine.
sm~llest dorms on campus, is not
. Contrary to popular belief, the heard from very much nowadays.
pinball machine in Wilson Hall is Yet, if you have ever been in
not the first one in a dorm. North, you will realize tl!_at i~ i~

·k.

For well over fifty years, Eddie
Bauer has been producing premium quality outdoor garments. Our
commitment to quality allows us to
maintain an unconditional guarantee.

Guarantee:

Every item we sell will give
. <-.omplete satisfaction or you may
l'eturn it, accompanied by our
proof of purchase, for a full refund.

Mike McGinnis
925-6711

cwu

Re resentative

Because Bauer quality is obvious, we have never found a need to
discount our prices.
In hopes of gaining long-term
customers, we are offering Central
students our 15% discount when
the order is placed through your
campus repres~ntative.

quite a personal dorm.
An unusual event was found to
be happening in ·North Hall. According to Cindy Robles, a new
patent may be copywritten by her
and her colleagues. They designed
a new way of papering the doors of
their enemies. You say you don't
know what it means to paper
someone's door? Evidently you
never lived in a dorm before. Weli,
that is when one puts paper on and
around someone's door with glue,
tape, etc. Then when the person
tries to leave or enter his room, it
becomes a little inconvenient. It is
also a bit of a surprise. It is not
difficult for the person who is
doing the papering to get caught
because it takes a long time to.
comolete the job. But with Cindy's'
new invention, one can paper a
door in a very short time. What
Cindy and her friends do is tape
the paper together in the size of a
door before they go to the door.
Then all they have to do is run up
to the door, secure the edges of the
paper and pretend nothing happened.
Other more sane events occuring in North include a trip to the
Laserium in Seattle around February 24. They are also planning to
go to the Spaghetti Factory.

ceiling when the fire department
arrived. The reason for the fire
remains a mystery. The only good
result of the fire was the girls in
the dorm spent over an hour in the
· lobby of Beck Hall and the men of
Beck didn't even know.
MEISNER HALL
Someone in Meisner Hall put the
legs back on their pool table, but
they are not playing pool on it.
Someone put the ping pong table
top over tl1e pool table. If you are
ever in Meisner, walk into·. their

T.V. rooni and you may see
something you have never seen
before. Oh yes, the T.V. is in there .
but there is also ~omething else. It
is an alleged robot made from
cardbo~rd, paint, tape, tubes,
wires, etc. On its outside is
printed, "CAUTION: This Robot
may be drunk! or high! or horny!
or all three! Special thanks to the
Second Floor Alcoholic's Club." In
trying to distinguish the robot's
name from the other graffiti, one
must deduce its name to be either
"I ROBOT" or "MIESNER MAC.1IINE."

String Day success
BY MARK LEGGETT

Last Friday, January 27, the
Central Music Department was
host to an invitational for high
school orchestras. Among those
high. schools participating _were
Bothell, Bremerton · and Walla
Walla, with approximately 150
students participating.
The day started at 9 a.m. with
each group allotted 30 minutes in
which to perform. These carefully
rehearsed pieces sounded good
HITCHCOCK HALL
and the students played well
together. The student concerts
The. ~ost newsworthy story were followed by _a university
that this reporter could find this concert at 11:30 a.m.
The Central Chamber Orchestra
week occurred early Mondy morn-·
ing in Hitchcock Hall. According played the first movemeµt of the
to Debbie Meier, manager at Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 by
Hitchcock, a fire broke out in the J .S. Bach and Concerto for Two
laundry room Monday morning at Cellos by Antonio Vivaldi. The
3 a.m. Apparently, two loads of effect was clear and fantastic, due
clothes on the dryer caught on fire. to the skill of the musicians and
Th · ~ flames were reaching the . the unaltered effectiveness of a

live performance. Following this
performance, the group broke for
lunch;
The early afternoon was spent
in sectional rehearsals and workshops. At 3:30 p.m. the entire
group moved to the large S.U.B.
Ballroom for mass rehearsal of the
Holberg Suite, Opus 40, by Edvard
Grieg. Here, things began to_wear
a little thin. The group clearly
lacked cohesion, and despite conductor Cunha's constant coercion,
things were very muddy. Instead
of smooth sailing on the Seine, the
group reminded me of dog
paddling up the Delaware. This
was understandable due to the fact
that they had never played together . before and the overabundance of violins.
All in all, they elicited a favorable response, and let it be said
that "classical music fans, if you
missed this one you missed out." ·
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Publicity chairperson keeps busy
BY JODY DAIGNEAULT

Events on campus don't just
happen. That may be one of the
most profound statements students have ever heard. Of course
they're right and no one knows
better than a certain 21-year-old
junior, Debbie Berst. This year
she is- the Publicity Chairperson
for concerts and is currently the
acting Special Events Coordinator.
When asked to describe exactly
what the Special Events Coordinator does, Debbie replied, "that's
hard to define. Special events
range from lecture artists, contemporary dance, to about everything
and anything under the category

of fine arts events."
of how the students' money is
Debbie is one of those persons being spent."
behind the scenes that makes the
If the B.O.C. approves the event
students' stay here at Central a then Debbie re-establishes contact
little less unbearable. By doing so, with the agent, confirms the event
however, Debbie makes her stay with them and asks the agents to
here more hectic than that of the send a contract. "Despite popular
average student. She explains belief, my job doesn't end there. I
"I'm in contact with booking then coordinate the event through
agents to find out what kinds of the college.
I order tickets,
programs are on the current coordinate a publicity campaign
entertainment circuit. After we with the Publicity Chairperson
define the choices, then I make up and I reserve the facility. I make
a proposal to the Board of Control sure all technical stipulations in
to approve it. I feel that the Board the contract are provided for the
of Control is an objective, reason- performers at the time of their
able representative of the student performances."
body and by taking my proposal of
Debbie is also responsibJe for
an ey~nt to them, they are aware the distribution and coordination

Children's Theatre plans
March performance
BY MAJ!Y ZUMBRUNNEN

Central's Children's Theatre is
now in rehearsal for their winter
production, The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl.
The play's cast will be comprised of the students from the
advanced children's theater class.
The class will work with -creative
exercises and improvisations to
move toward the casting and final
production. The students' work on
this production will count as a final
project in their class. The production of The Marvelous Adventures
of Tyl 'Yill be graded as the final
exam for the children's theater
students.
·
Jim Hawkins, · assistant profes,, sor of drama and the teacher of the
children's theater class, described
the play, "The Marvelous Adventures of Tyl is a robust updated
version of the early Commedia
dell' Arte, it borders the medieval
pageant play." The show which is
the life of the main character, Tyl,
is comprised of comics, fools and
actors, who will perform a large
amount of the show from an old
·trunk. Hawkins said, "The ,characters' costumes and a bit of the
scenery will be constructed at the
. begining of the show with the help
of the audience."
The production will be a family
show that will entertain all ages.
Twelve performances are planned,
with the Ellensburg school district
bringing classes of grade school
children to the college for daytime
perforr:riances. Four of the twelve
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of ticket sales to Wenatchee ·and - a positive attitude about her roles.
Yakima as well as on campus "I really enjoy my job and the
and the general Ellensburg area.· people I work with, who include
"Often times my job includes· the B.O.C.,· A.S.C. office staff and
picking performers up at the other members of the ProgramYakima airport and getting them ming Agency. I feel that I'm
to their accomodations or wher- effective in my position, that so far
ever they may be staying the night this quarter all the programs have
of the performance. I arrive at the been a success and· that my
facility early to be sure the stage is position as Publicity Chairperson
set and help with security. If for concerts is extremely imporrequired, I introduce the per- tant to the success of the concert."
Debbie's energies will be foformer to the audience."
It would seem that all of the cused tonight on making the
aforementioned activities would Kreskin performance happen
keep a person pretty busy, but smoothly. After that, she will be
Debbie does have other duties on devoting most of her time to the
the A.S.C. Programming Agency. Royal Lippenstein Circus, sche"As Publicity Chairperson for duled for March 1.
She says, "I don't know how the
concerts, my job is under a whole
,other realm.
As with special enjoyment of my job could get any
events, I coordinate ticket sales. better, but if I keep on learning
Also, I organize the publicity and having as much fun as I am
campaign for the concert itself by now, I'm sure I won't get bored.
contacting radio stations, newspa- Projecting into the future, Spring
pers, other local colleges and local Quarter should hold some fun,
area record merchants. I order interesting and exciting proand put up posters and in general I grams."
In spite of all the work and
am kept very busy."
Despite all of this behind-the- excitement, Debbie manages to
scenes activity, Debbie maintains slip in a few classes.
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JIM HAWKINS
performances are planned for
evenings at 7 p.m. Production
dates are scheduled for March 9,
10, 11, 12, in the Threepenny
Playhouse in Barge Hall.
Also in the preliminary stages of
production in the children's thea-

tre are of the drama department
is the :Spring tour show, a lively
jungle adaptation of Rumplestilt·
skin. On-campus production dates
tor this enchanting children's story
will tentatively be April 13, 14, 15,
16, in McConnell Auditorium.
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Sports
Wildcats face A.I.A.

Jack Corey

Sports Bits
In the year 1907, the Central basketball squad swept through
their season with only one loss to blemish Coach F.T. Wilson's
record. It happened to be the only year Wilson -·coached the
"Hyaks, (which was the original name for the school, changing in
1926 to Wildcats), thus giving Wilson a 2-1 career record at
Central. His .667 winning percentage has only been topped by 3
other varsity coaches since then.
In 1911, J.B. Potter retired with a .739 (17-6) career ledger and
top spot among retired coaches. Coach Roy Sandburg came close in
1930 when he quit with a .710 (49-20) mark.
The only other man to top _70% is -still coaching and his winning
percentage is still rising. Coach Dean Nicholson recently lead his
hoopsters to his 300th career victory in only 13 years as head coach
here.
If Nicholson had retired at the end of the season last year he
would have won the winning percentage point parade with a .755
record.
The coach who had the job just prior to Nicholson was no slouch
on the job, either. Leo Nicholson, (father of Dean and namesake of
the Pavilion) coached the only undefeated teams in all of Central's
His first year at the helm went 15-0
history, in 1930 and
followed by another perfect year at 4-0. These two years started
him off on his way to becoming the winningest coach in Central's
history. The senior Nicholson, who coach~d his own son all the way
ito the Kansas City playoff in 1950, retired with over 500 wins, in
the Wildcat recor-d book.
-Dean Nicholson, who captained that 1950 playoff squad, fell heir
to his father's job and has kept the family winning tradition well
intact.
His own expert coaching has led the team to Kansas City several
times where they have built a respected reputation, winning 21
times against national competition while losing but 12.
,
Collecting District championships has nearly become an annual
hobby for Nicholson as he has won the regional battle all of his 13
years as head mentor.
·
For his efforts, he has been awarded the coveted "District Coach
of the Year" award five times, the latest being in 1974.
After having played at Central, under his successful father and
on a championship team, fans of Central basketball can rest
assured Central's program is in the best possible hands with Dean
Nicholson.

·ai.

NICHOLSON HONORED
Nicholson, who reached the coveted 300-win plateau earlier this
season, was honored at a· reception .last Saturday held at the
·Holiday Inn._
The reception featured a large gang of past Wildcat basketball
players who each had one thing in common-Nicholson as _coach. In
fact a lot of them had another thing in common also-playing in the
National tournament in Kansas City.
After receiving a plaque with the names of the 139 players that
have helped make him the successful coach he is, and anot~er
plaque from the community along with. an engraved watch,
Nicholson thanked all the players, the community, his wife and two
sons, all for "making this whole thing work."
And hopefully the whole thing will continue working this
Saturday when the streaking Wildcats take on the team they are
tied for third with-Western Washington. The winner will take
over sole possession of third and will be but one game out of
second.
A win Saturday and things will be working a lot ·better for the
Cats if they intend to see Kansas City again.
WILDCAT OF THE WEEK
With only four weeks left in the season, you'd think the older
guys on any sports squad would be catching senioritis, that pesky
bug that makes the oldest athletes goof-off in practice and slack-off
in their contests.
Not so with Dave Mitchell.
Mitchell who wrestles at 134 pounds, has begun training harder
and harder for the matches that end the season.
For his recent efforts against three universities and contributions to the team, Mitchell has been awarded the first "Wildcat of
the Week" award this winter season.
Button Jewelers of downtown Ellensburg is donating their time
·and effort by inscripting a wooden plaque to be awarded Mitchell
from the CRIER and Button Jewelers.
· · This is Mitchells'-last year to wrestle so he will be "going for
broke" and expects to finish high in the nationals, which are
coming up in four weeks.
·
___ _
- The Issaquah High School product whipped his oppo~ents U:om
U.P.S.14-0, then pinned another matman from Western m the fll'st
round two days later, to polish the week off, the history major won
a superior decision- the next night over a poor soul from
Cougarville, to run Mitchell's dual-meet record to 8-3.
Mitchell,-who transferred from the U.W. just in time to wrestle
this season, has worked on the mats since his sophomore year at .
Issaquah. His junior year there was hi~hlighted·by a second-place
.senfor year became his best prep
finish in the state plaYoffs.:_ifis_
year When lie Won the state championship after J?OWIIl~ down the
competitions for a 27-1 record. For those credits, Mitchell was
acclaimed a high school All-American.
Led by wrestlers lil~e D~ve _Mitchell this y~ar, Coach Bea~d~l~y
biay ;nd up with his third national championship pennant, m JUSt
about four weeks.

BY TONY LEITCH
The Wildcat basketball team got
a chance to face /one of the
outstanding amateur basketball
teams in the nation last week as
they matched up against the
Athletes in Action at Eisenhower
High School in Yakima.
The A.I.A., who use their basketball excellence to promote the
Campus Crusade for Christ, came
into the contest with a 23-1 mark
which included a victory over the
Russian National team.
The game, on paper, appeared
to be quite a mismatch and the fact
that the A.I.A. hadn't pulled any
punches in building up big leads
certainly didn't make things look
too good for the Wildcats. But
Central battled the athletes all the
way, finally losing to them 87-65.
The A.I.A. is led by 7'2" Ralph
Drollinger and they also have two
other players who stand over
6'11". Many of the A.I.A. players
are former N.B.A. draft choices.
The smaller Wildcats just couldn't
battle with the A.I.A.'s bigger
front line.
The Wildcats played disciplined
ball and their defense caused
numerous A.I.A. turnovers, but
the Athletes dominated rebounding action.
The Athletes in Action also
showed a much more balanced
scoring attack as they placed four
players in double figures. The
Wildcats could place only two in
double figures but Wildcat Coach,
Dean Nicholson, made good use of
his bench, playing all 16 players
who suited up. Only four of the
Wildcats were unable to get into
the scoring column.

Wildcat of the
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Carl Whitfield led the Cat attack showing on the clock, Gary Hollins
with 15 points, followed by an put them over.
outstanding effort from Gregg
The Wildcats once again had 11
Arlt who put in 13. Arlt seemed players scoring with four in double
unimpressed with the A.I.A's sta- · figures. Carl Whitfield once again
tistics as he came out and' quickly paced tne Cats with 19· points,
put in a couple of baskets early in despite a poor shooting night.
the contest to help loosen up the David Berry and Jim Ingram
Wildcats' squad.
turned in stellar performances
with 16 each and Gregg Arlt added
ten.
CENTRAL 102SOUTHERN OREGON 73
CENTRAL 810REGON TECH 64
The Wildcats extended their
home court winning streak to
Oregon Tech came flying into
· nineteen straight Saturday night Nicholson Pavilion undefeated in
by defeating Southern Oregon in league play and with an impresan Evergreen Conference game or sive 12-5 overall record, but the
both teams. The win also gave the Wildcats quickly brought them
Cats their eighth win in their past down to earth with an 81-64
nine games.
. drubbing.
The victory pushed the Wildcats
O.T ..h:. enterea the contest as
into a tie for third, with Western the Conference's second place
who lost to Oregon Tech on the teatn in offense but the Cats
same night. .Oregon Tech and retained their Number One rankEastern stand on top of the heap ing in team defense·by hoiding the '
with 5-1 league marks, then comes Owls to 20 points below their team
the Wildcats and Raiders with 4-2 average.
records. The Wildcats must put
Greg Hunter of the Owls came
their home court win streak on the into the game leading the Conferqne against Western, Saturday ence in rebounding averaging
night.
nearly 10 a game but was held to
The Wildcats' defense plryed
only six in this contest.
the starring role in this contest, as
Randy Sheriff played one of his
Southern Oregon piayed the Cats, finest games as a collegian as he
even in most other facets of the hit on 7-8 field goal attempts and
game. S.O.C. outshot the Cats in picked up two foul shots for 16
field goal percentage and also points. He also pulled down ten
outrebounded them, but the Wild- rebounds to pace the cats a{ld had
eats' defense caused 34 S.O.C.
numerous pin-point assists.
turnovers while commiting only 17
Eleven Wildcats got in the
themselves.
scoring column with four reaching
The Cats got off to a slow start, double figures. Carl Whitfield
however, as their offense was paced the Cat attack with 20
finding it hard to put the ball in the points, followed by Sheriffs 16 and ,
hole. The game was tied four times Chris Olsen's and Al Roberts' ten
in the first ten minutes, the last at each.
16-all, before the Cats were able to
The Wildcats outrebounded 0.
go in front to stay.
T.E. 43-39 and hit on nearly 50% of '
From there on in, the game their shots, compar~d to O.T.E.'s
became an unimpressive contest 46%.
until the Cats started approaching
The Cats also played good
the century mark. The fans at fundamental ball. as they came up
Nicholson Pavilion went wild with only 14 turnovers while the
when, with only three seconds Owls had 23.
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·FROM mE COACHE'S CORNER COMES COMMANDS-Coach Dorthy Purser
contemplates on a winning strategy during a quick time out. The mis s~m to be on

OUT OF .T HE SCRAMBLE COMES POSSES·
SION-Leslie Scott, No. 22, out-hustled two

their way to a well deserved championship._

Eastern players for a loose b~ and helped spirit
her .team to another victory.

'

Women -C agers rebound
BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG

After being behind by one point
at the half, Central's Women's
Basketball team came back to
blast Western Washington off the
,court in the second, 64-47 . .
Revenge was the motive, since
in the early season confrontation
with W.W. U., Central lost , 85-59.
Since that time Central has picked
up nine consecutive wins.
Central's defense was at its
strongest against W.W. U., holding
the Vikings top two scorers to .
well under their season's average.
'. Key defense efforts came from
Cheryl Mercer and Charlene
States, who with considerabJe ·
heighth disadvantages, held 6'2"
J aµ Johnston to 15 points.

Offensively, Wildcat Cristi Williams bucketed twenty-two points
to lead all the scorers.·
The Cats made it ten in a row
the following night against a tough
University of Idaho team that took
them all the way to the buzzer
before finally subduing the Vandals, 63-61.
A key statistic in the game was
the Cats'· advantage at the free,throw line where they dropped in
four more charity shots than
Idaho.
Colleen Hall and Mary Fryer
each shared the points leadership
with 18 points apiece.
Th~ Cats will put their ·ten-game
streak on the line this Friday night
against the Falcons of S.P.U. at
·Nicholson Pavilion.
Tip-off will be at 7:30 p.m.

TWO THE DEFENSE COULDN'T STOP-A Central
player forces a basket past two Eastern players. The
Central Girls keep their undefeated record untarnished
at ten in a row.

photos by
Bobbi Catron
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Central picks up Dlore experience
BY GREG KULCZYK

CENTRAL VS PORTLAND
STATE-Thursday, January 26

Gearing up for Nationals, Central's wrestling squad picked up
valuable experience in matches
over the weekend. Even though
Central lost two dual meets and
placed · second to last in a tournament, the weekend competition,
according to Coach Eric Beardsley,
"hasn't been and won't be any
tougher." Central's dual record
stands at 7-8.

••

"""''

bC

••

One of the stronger N.C.A.A.
squads, P.S.U. had little trouble in
defeating Central 34-12. C.W.U.
winners included 118-pounder Ron
Coppinger, (pin at 3:32), Joe
Sanford (5-2), at 150, and Bill
Linthicum, (7-0), at 158 for a total
of 12. Portland State picked up 12
points when C.W.U.'s 126 and 190
pound wrestlers contacted the flu.
LG

ac

Men's
Western

Shirts

20%
off

I

w

CENTRALVSMULTANOMAH
Friday, January 27
The lack of wrestlers in the 126
and 190 weights again led to 12
opponents' points as the Multanomah Athletic Club beat C.W.U.
by 16, 34-12. Not implying that
Central would have won these
weights but at least there could've
been a chance. Ron Coppinger,
(2-1), at 118, a forfeit to Art Green
at 150, Kurt Bledsoe, (11-1), at 177
and Mike Wilson, (11-0), unlimited
all won their matches for Central.
CENTRAL AT PORTLAND
STATE TOURNAMENT
Saturday, January 28
Wrestling in a toiigfi-fournament against mostly N.C.A.A.
teams, Central picked up 14 points
in placing second to last. The field
including Oregon, Oregon State,
Washington, Washington State,
Portland State, San Jose State,
Eastern Washington, Pacific,
Montana and Multanomah. The
high level of competition should,
said Coach Beardsley, help his club
in the qualifying tournament, (AT
CENTRAL FEBRUARY 18) and
in Nationals. Some talent in the ·
N.A.I.A. Nationals will not be as
good , as in the Portland tournament.
Central wrestling by weight and
how they fared at the tournament ·
include:
118-RON COPPINGER . . .
·Coppinger drew the number one
The
seed in the first round.
Oregon State· wrestler is the
two-time Pac-- champion and he

In the in the first round 6-4 against
beat Coppinger 14-2.
consolation round Coppinger was Pacific arid in the second, 7-3 to
tied 2-2 towards the end of the Oregon State.
match but ended up loosinlZ' 4-2.
177-KURT BLEDSOE . . .
134-no Central wrestler.
Bledsoe was the other Central
DAVE Mlt'CHELL•••hurt his wrestler to place third. After a
_shoulder Friday night against bye, Bledsoe beat a Portland State
Multanomah. - The injury is noth- man 22-6, (the same one that beat
in&:. that should last too long and him 11-4 Thursday). In round
Mitchell is expected to be O.I_5:; in a thr.ee.._ Bledsoe lost to Oregon 11-5
few days.
·
·
but won his ·next two, 6-4 against
142-MARK LEDBETTER . . . San Jose State and a pin, (at 4:35),
Ledbetter started out wrestling vs Pacific.
the eventual champion and out190-no Central wrestler.
standing wrestler in the first
UNLIMITED-MIKE WILSON
round. The San Jose product ... Wilson received a bye in the
pinned all his opponents, except in first round but lost to San Jose
the finals, and Ledbetter was no State in the second 4-3. Wilson
different, getting pinned in the . - won two straight in the c011solathird period.
Ledbetter was tion bracket, 5-3 over Pacific-an_d_a
ousted from the tournament in his pin against Portland State. Wilson
next match, losing to a Montana was ousted-when-he was-pinned by
wrestler 5-3.
' another Portland State wrestler in
150-JOE SANFORD ... Sanford the first period.
aggravated a re-occuriilg injury to
A major reason for the low point ·
'his knee in his first match. total of 14, stems from the fact
The score was 5-5 when the injury that Central had only six men in
occured bµt continued. The final the tournament. Sickness at 126
score was 11-5 but Sanford could and 190 along with the injuries to
not wrestl~ further and dropped - Mitchell and Sanford accounted for
·
out. Sanford is also expected to be the weak showing.
healthy soon.
The team wrestled some great
158-BILL LINTHICUM · · · competition over the weekend and
Linthicum was one of two Central even though they lost the two
wrestlers to place third, the high- duals the major feeling is, said
est placing by any Wildcat. After Coach Beardsley "what we do at
a bye, Linthicum 'b eat a wrestler the end of the season is more
from Oregon State 9-8. In the important then what is done now."
semis, Linthicum lost 6-4 but won Beardsley added, "winning is nice,
his next two, 9-3 vs a Montana but even in losing the season is not
wrestler arid 5-3 against an Oregon too disappointing at this point."
Stater to capture third place.
Beardsley hopes to do better and
167-PAT KELLY ... Kelly lost reminds us Central won the Na.....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . _
tionals in 1971 with only five
wrestlers.
Central's next matches. will be
no easy time either.
Against
Eastern, number three in the
N.A.I.A. at Eastern and at home
against Simon Fraser, number
nine, will both be hard squads to
beat. A problem with Eastern
could be the lack of depth by
Central. If Joey Johnson is still
sick or can not make weight,
Lester Bushnell, a freshman from
·Lincoln of Tacoma, will be there at
126. Bushnell's only high school
experience
was on Lincoln's J.V.
If you have at least two years of graduate or undergraduate-educateam. To fill the hole at 190, Kurt
tion ahead, and you keep getting clues that your money Is running
short, then a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship may be the solution.
Bledsoe would move up from 177
Currently we're seeking young men and women who would llke to
and the second team 167-pounder,
serve their nation as Air Force Officers. Consequently, if you're majoring
would wrestle varsity.
In a selected, technical/non-technical, scientific, nursing, or preCoach Beardsley mentioned Linmedical field, or can qualify for pilot, navigator, or missile training, then
you may be eligible ·for a two-year Air Force ROTC sch()larship. The
thicum, Bledsoe, Mitchell, Tony
scholarship pays your tuition, lab fees, (plus Incidental fees), books,
Ledbetter, Sanford and Wilson are
and SlOO per month tax free. And even If you don't qualify for the two"looking
good and I expect strong
year scholarship, you still receive the $100 a month while enrolled In
performances froni them the rest
fhe Air Force ROTC two-year program.
Whof do we ask in return? That you serve America at least four years
of the year."
·
as on Air Force officer. Your Air Force ROTC counselor hos the details
REMINDER of Central's great
and qualification requirements. Check it out. It might even make your
home schedule up coming, starting
education finances seem elementary.
Feb. 10 against Simon Fraser.
cmr~Ji.8T MAJOR GRAY at 963-2314
PLACEMENT REGISTRATION.
Seniors and Graduate students
wishing to register for placement
service may pick up a registration
packet at Barge Hall, Room 105.

FLJ:\RE: LE:G

Jr Fashion Jeans
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Depth keys wins
Having seven Wildcat swimmers winning their specialj;ies
makes winning easy.
Such was the case when the
Women's swimming team took on
the crews of Eastern and Whitworth, simultaneously. Central
came out on top of both the meets,
winning the Eastern dual 101-70
and topping the Whitworth waterwomen, 101-88.
The meet was held at Fairchild
Air Force Base in a 25-meter pool.
All times had to be converted into
25-yard times. At the conclusion of
the conversions it was found that
several personal best times had
been established.
The seven individual winners
for the Cats were Jackie Harshbarger, Phyllis White, Karen

White, Nancy Popp, Nadia Johnson, Wanda Smith and Kathy,
Burns.
According to John McConnochie, head coach for the women's
team, the key to the women's 6-1
dual meet record is the extreme
depth they have in most events.
Other swimmers for the Wildcats this year are Robin Anderson,
Christie Rousk, Claudia Kelly,
Denise Long, Janice McCormick,
Jill Perrine, Leanne Roberts,
Phoebe Terhaan, Cahoi Thomason,
Ann Trezise, who are assisted by
Patty Webb.
Next action for the Women's
squad will be this Friday at U.P.S.
followed by another swim meet
the next afternoon against Pacific
Lutheran, also away from Central.
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Dedication pays off
BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG

There is more to women's sports
than just -basketball and volleyball.
Women's swimming has now come
into its own, due to the great
success several of the swimmers
have had.
One of them is sophomore Ann
Trezise.
After having to commute daily
from her small town of Tracyton to
the Y.W.C:A. in Bremerton, Trezise's dedication paid off when she
was acclaimed an All-American
while attending Central Kitsap ·
High School. For her last two
years in high school, under the
expert coaching of Jan Daughery,
Trezise reached the highest pin-

nacle possible in her sport.
The twenty-year-old swimmer is
leaning towards major studies in
psychology and physical therapy.
Besides her swimming responsibilities, which consists o!_ hard swim-

ming twice a day, Trezise has
retained a 3.2 G.P.A. and is an
L.G.A. at Davies Hall.
Trezise feels she gets a lot of her
athletic ability from her active
[Cont. on page 22]

Intramural a-c tion heavy
If one can put up with the refs,
then one can put up with anything
.as the second week of Intramural
Basketball concluded. The quality
of the officiating has been documented by many a participant.
But considering that some of the
games are worked by only one ref,
the best is being done.
Tom
Powers, I.M. Director, has done a
great job with the organizational
aspects, setting up the teams,
assigning the courts and-compiling
results.
In games last week~ I PHELTA
THI edged the Misfits 49-47. John
McDonald (16 points), Mike
Finney (12) and Gary Larsen (12),
led the way by combining for 40 of
their 49 total.
Dave Jennings scored 18 and
Joe Belitco 16 as LET'S GET
SMALL beat MAGIC TOUCH

49-37. The losers pulled to within
two late in the game before
Jennings and Beltico expanded
that to eight at games end.
MGEs beat the SLAMDUNKS
53-45 behind Dale Walker's 25
beans. The MGEs were down by
four late in the game when the
SLAMDUNKS leading rebounder
fouled out. Free throws and easy
baskets on steals led to the final
eight point margin. Walker had 27
the week before in a losing effort.
QUIGLEY MONKS squeeked
by the 96er's 47-46 in overtime.
Brad Knowles scored the winning
point with a free throw with 23
seconds to g'o, Tony Leitch popped
in 16 for the winners.
Other games scores include:
ROOKIES 80, TOP CATS 46;
SCRUM 35, CONE HEAD 31;
SNAFU
46,
SOUTHSIDE

HEATER REP AIRMEN 33;
MUSIC DORM AARDVARKS 61,
KENNEDIAN'S 43; BABSOKS
89, THAIWEED TERRORS 72;
SHORT PEOPLE 65, NOT YET
37; ODYSSEY 41, WILSON 24; T
& T 88, HOPKINS, HENISON
ALL STARS 49.

Cal's Leather Shop
Belts and
garment leathers
Shaklee Products
"You've tried the
rest, now try the
best, naturally,
Shaklee."
212 w. 5th

Special Selection
of Kennington
Flannel Shirts _.
Reg $1 0° 0 Now $7 99

1
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A.S.C..

~

Campaigning begins as soon as a candidate files. File and receive information

~

.

Spring Quarter Elections ·
· ~
~
Become a Part of your community
~
GET INVOLVED~
· *~ ........................................................................
Positions
Open:
;. .....................................................................................
--~
~ · Judicial Council
~
Board of Control
ie
aPositioris 1,2,3 & 4
j Positions 1,2 & 3
~
~(This council sits as a
1 (The B.QC:is the recognized~
~court to internally deal administrative ·body for . ~
student's legal prob-1 the Associated Students ~
~/ems and challenges.)
of Central.)
~
Filing Opened': Monday, January ~O
~
~
Filing Closes: Friday, March 3
~

a

aw/

a
~

~

at the A.S.C. Information Booth, S.U.B., or call 963-1691.
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Trezise
(Cont. from page 21]

amily. They camp and hike regularly in the summer months.
Although she happens to he the
only swimmer in the family, she
has a younger sister, Beth, who is
playing on the varsity basketball
team as a junior in high school.
Trezise specializes in the long
distance swimming events at Central. Her best stroke is the
freestyle. She notes that her ·best
event is the 1650 yard freestyle, in
which she placeQ. sixth nationally
last year with a good time of
minutes and 30 seconds.
Her first two years here have
also garnered her many honors,
both years being awarded All-American honors. She feels the
reason she was named All·Ameri-.
can last year was because of h~r
. strong performance in the national
meet last year. Besides her sixth
place finish in the 1650 last year,
she placed twelfth in the 500
freestyle and-eighth in the relay
competition.
She views the team with great
pride and respect. "I feel that the
team is really looking good and has
great possibilities for the rest of
the season;'' she stated.
'It causes great frustration to
become inhibited over opppsing
swimmers," she confessed, "I tend
to swim myself against myself, to
better my time and not just beat
the opposition."
She really enjoys her coach,
John l\jcConnochie, "Johnny is an
·excellent coach, he knows what
everyone is feeling all the time and
pays equal attention to us all,
regardless of our individual abilities."

February 2,
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Wildcat of the fall
Now is the time for all Central students and faculty to vote for
their choice. of the "Wildcat of the Fall".
All fall sports are represented by their most talented and
successful athletes.
In the ballot below mark the box next to the athlete who best
.contributed to the winning tradition that is so much ·a part of the
school's history.
The winner will receive a large plaque with his picture and
accomplishments inscripted, courtesy of Button Jewelers of
downtown Ellensburg.
.The winner ·will be announced in next week's CRIER Sports
Section.
Two ballot boxes will be available in which to place votes.
One will be in Nicholson Pavilion near the information office and
the other will be by the S.U.B. Information Booth. The ballot box
at Nicholson Pavilion will be moved to the inain entrance of the
gymnasium the night of the Western~Central basketball game this
Saturday.
Voting for "Wildcat of the Fall" will close Monday at noon.
Vote now and place votes in either of the two ballot boxes.

Harlent.GloOOtrotters
just like the real
By Jack Corey
Wow! It was just like watchin·g television. The funniest
basketball te.a m in the-wo·rld playing right in front of my eyes,
with no commercials! Even if there was commercial breaks,
I wouldn'.t have had time to get anything to eat -

with over

I

~DCAT

.

D

OF THE FALL BALLOT

4,200 people watching with me I wouldn't have had a chance

FOOTBALL

to get to the fridge •••

Jon Martin
Quarterback, named . player of the Evergreen Conference, one
week.

lD

That Marques Haynes may look like he's ready to retire, but
by the way he had the masses oohing and aahing with his

John Prigmore
All-American Honorable Mention, offensive guard.,

fantastic dribbling, noh_o dy gonna take over for the Marq.

CROSS COUNTRY

JOI

Toby Suhm
All-American this year as junior; 13th in national cross country
finals.

\D

Amelia Redhorn
Team leader, high finisher all season long for women's team.

And you should have heard the way Geese Ausbie was
carrying on. He had us all in stitches dancing with the lady in
the fourth row••• But what really got the crowd was his hilarious
antics with that young hoy who couldn't have been over eight

VOLLEYBALL

.D
i \

Colleen Hall
Led team, to several high finishes in tournaments.
server.

J0

years old, if that. It was as if that child knew·the script. For a
Excellent

FIELD HOCKEY

while there he stole the show away by his soul slapping routine
with brother Geese.

1

Patti Blanford
Made 2nd team all-conference.
t~urney.

Played in Denver for all-star

ID

Becky Turner_
Also played in Denver. Made third team. Captain of this year's
team.
Write in Ballot.
Give name and short explanation for writing in.

·01

............................................................
.

Of course there was iheir patented baseha_ll and water·
throwingshowthat anybody over the age of four months must
have seen at least twice on the Globetrotters' cartoon show.
I'm glad I tuned in .•.• er, I mean, went and watched the Harlem

. I

Globe·t rotters.

·It was just like being on real live television!
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SUMMER F.MPLOYMENT_
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

HAGOTH CO-INVENTOR

PSI CHI will present Rick
Bennett, co-inventor of the
Please list the following on- HAGOTH, a voice stress analyzer
campus interviews for summer (lie detector), Thursday, February
employment:
9, ·at 3 p.m., in the Grupe
Wednesday ... February 8-. Conference Center. There will be
Wenatchee Camp Fire Girls.
no admission charge and the
Thursday ... Tacoma Camp Fire public is invited.
GU:ls.
.
Thursday... february 9-Tacoma Camp Fire Girls.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
Friday ... February 10-Seattle
There will be a Job Search
Camp Fire Girls.
. Tuesday ... February14-Hidden Workshop, for B.A. and B.S . .
candidates, conducted by the
Valley Camp, Granite Falls.
'! n ursday ... February 16-Pil- Career Planning & Placement
Center, Barge Hall, room 105 on
chuck Area Camp Fire Girls.
February 6, 7 and 8.
Friday ... February17-Crater
SESSION I ... Monday, February
Lake, Oregon.
Friday ... February 17-0regon 6, 3-4 p.m. Job Search Methods,
The Hidden Job Market and
Caves, Oregon.
Tuesday ... February 28-Yakima Self-Assessment.
. SESSION II ... Tuesday, FebruCamp Fire Girls.
ary 7, 3-4 p.m. Job Search ComLetters, Resume,
Information and applications are munication:
available in the Student Employ- Telephone Contacts.
ment Office. Students may sign up SESSION III . . . Wednesday,
for an interview at the time which February 8, 3-4: 15 p.m. Interviewing: Discussion and Film.
- they pick up applications.

•

L.D.S.S.A. OPEN, HOUSE

EDUCATION STUDENTS
Applications for Option B; PreAutumn (Ed. 300); Option C Entry
Phase and Student Teaching for
Fall "78'', Winter "79" will be
available in Black Hall, Office of
Education. All applications are
now available.
Due dates for applications are as
follows:
Pre-Autumn & Option "B"-March
31.
Fall, Winter, Spring Student
Teaching-Marc.h 31.
Fall Option "C"~April 14.
Winter Option "C"-October 13.
Spring Option "C"-January 12.

The following firms will have
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to
interview interested candidates.
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, before the
arrival of the interviewers on
campus.
February 15 ... K-Mart Apparel-Management Trainee Positions, Bachelor's Degree.
February 16 . . . Boise CascadeSales Work, Bldg. Materials &
Service Division. Business, Economics and Marketing Majors.
SUMMER COLLEGE WORK
STUDY EMPLOYMENT
Those students interested in
being placed on a college workstudy job (part-time or full-time)
for the summer may place their
names on a sign-up roster in the
Office of Student Employment,
Barge, room 101, between March
13 and April 21. An information
sheet will be available explaining
eligibility, process for applying,
etc.

AEROSPACE DEPARTMENT
· Central's Aerospace Department in conjunction with the .
Career Planning and Placement
Office is sponsoring a seminar on
job ·search technfques for the
Aerospace industry. The seminar to be held on
Tuesday, February 14 from 3 to 5_:
p.m. -in Black Hall, room 102.
· It will cover such topics as trends
in empJoyment, guidelines for
·writing letters of inquiry and
application and effective resume
construction.
Dean Owens, Director of the
Career Planning and Placement
Office will explain services his
office can offer in the job search.
Dr. Wesl~y Crum, Director of
the Aerospace department, Assistant Professor Lee Fisher and
• Dale Samuelsom will assist students as well as Dean Owens
during the seminar.
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

February 8, from 7-8:30 p.m. at
907 North D. ·Street. The -filmsThe First Vision and others will be
shown. Displays, refreshments
and lots of fun.
In case of questions, call Alan
Larson at 925-3839 or call the
L.D.S. Institute, at 925-9416.

•
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SPRING QUARTER STUDENT
TEACHING AND OPTION "C"
ENTRY PHASE
Your off-campus student teacher supervisors will be on campus.
for the purpose of meeting with all
Spring Quarter ~tudent teachers
and Option "C" entry phase students on Wednesday, February 15.
A sign-up sheet for these interviews will be posted on the 2nd
floor of Black Hall, across from 1
room 216. Appointments can be
made for times between 8:30 a.m.
to 11 a.m., beginning Monday,
Febrary 6.
The deadline for
sign-ups is Monday, February 13
at 5 p.m.
Please made sure to attend this
meeting, it is important that your
supervisQr speak with you!!
These interviews will be in the
Grupe Conference Center, in front
of Black Hall.

Purebred Arabians
Stud: M Fahn Amir (Egyptian
Prince X Krisronna) .
Fee: Purebreds $250, Grade
$100 (student discount).
Registered •.. Calves available
soon.
A.K.C. English Setters•.•Puppies due February 15.
Rt. 3, Box 251, Ellensburg, Wa.,
968-3742 (EVENINGS).

''SYSTEMPRICE'' SAVINGS · AND
THE SECURITY OF KNOWING
YOU'VE BOUGHT THE BEST!
ADVF\T

YAMAHA

·T uchnics
ORTOFON

.$599*,,

including "Blue
Chip System"
W ~arra n ty.
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Among the hundreds· of components on the market, as in
any other man.ufactured products, there are winners and
(unfortunately) some real losers. One of the really valuable •
services we perform for our customers is to c.ritic.ally
evaluate each avai/Oble component. The losers never make \
.it to our listening rooms I
So, when you shop at STEREOCR-AFT, you won't see al
the gear in the world. But you will see the best! Whether
. you buy a single item or an entire system , you know you 're .
getting the strongest combination of appearance~ features
and performance your money can buy!
,
_Today's system, for example, is one we rec_? mmend with
:out hesitation to our audiophile friends, most of whom, like
most of us, are on budgets. It combines the fantastic Smaller
. Advent Loudspeaker, the super clean and powerful Yamaha
CR-420 am/fm receiver, and the quiet, belt drive Technics-.
SL-23 turntable, whic-h we equip with an Ortofon cartridge. ·
-This sophisticated package .s ounds like at least a $700r
system. In rooms of average size, it pleases the most
: discriminating listeners. -It could make you very happy
indeed; and it's yours for $5 991
Jusf S99.50 Down, S25.29 a MontM
Cash Price with Tax $629.50. Down
Payment $99.50--24
Monthly Payments of $25.29Total Deferred Payment Price
$706.46-Annual Percentage Rate
121/2 -Upon Approval of Creditlnsuran~e.L.lf. desired, extra. _,,.'

JEREDCRIFT
· 408 N. Pearl

962-2830
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You will be

I

amazed

by

KRESKJN .·
tonight .
8:00
McConnell Auditorium

Special Low Price
$200
at door

